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I. IHTRODUOMOH 
Hfhe main objeotive of research In production eoonomics is to proTlde 
the 'basis for ecouomio choice in the use of farm resources. Determining 
etullibriua with respect to eoonomic efficiency and measurement of 
resource productivity are necessary steps in this activity. In order 
that efficient production and resource use is attained* an optinvuB 
allocation of resources nmst exist within firms, "between firms, and 
between industries. This equiUbrlm is defined ats the equation of 
marginal produotivities of the resources and it can be attained only 
if information is available on resoujrce productivity. What are these 
marginal productivities? Are they known for all sectors of the economy 
and for r aiivf^le faun firm in order that, individual farmers may be 
guided in the best use of their resources and, also, so that production 
patterns are compatible with the welfare of societyT How can we provide 
fundamental analyses of productivity ooeffielenta and efficiency measure­
ments of farm resource combinations to provide a basis for bettering 
of the public administration of resources where agricultural policies 
or institutions, which condition production efficiency, are concerned? 
'These q.uestions point to the need for the estimtlon of production 
functions. Marginal productivities of the resources can be specified 
only if we know the production functions and tlie productivity coeffi­
cients. !Ihe estimates of the marginal produotivities may be used to 
guide the farm use of resources and for comparison with other industries 
auad fipina, 2'or these purposes, it would "be desiralile to have a produc­
tion function as a hasia for improving efficiency for each product on 
each Individual farm; hut estimations with this degree of detail are 
In^osai'ble, 'because of limited research resources. She next alteraa-
tive is to work with faxias in groups, i.e., olatain the estimates hased 
upon cross sectional or inter-farm samples. OTjservations of these firms 
represent, as nearl^r as possible, the results that wotild be obtained 
by applying different combinations of inputs on one farm. This proced­
ure provides us with aa average relationship derived from the several 
farms rather than a relationship for one farm. With proper sampling 
methods this method gives a satisfactory estimate. 
Studies to determine the production relationships for a sample 
of firms have been made for different industries, Ihe earliest study 
by Cobb and Douglas (11) was for manufacturing using time series data 
that was the aggregate of all industries in the country for one year. 
Tintner and Brownlee (31) and Heady (17) have provided studies in i^ich 
data of individual firms belonging to one and the same industry were 
used. Tintner and Brownlee based their study on 609 record-keeping farms 
in Iowa. Heady used data obtained from a random sample of farms in 
Iowa for the same year. All of these estimates were made by using the 
statistical net'aod of single equation-least squares or multiple regres­
sion. 
But, is production of the farmrOr any other firm, a single independ­
ent function? In theory the production function is given by technical 
considerations as to the quanti^ that can be produced from a given set 
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of inputs. TO determine the quantity of inputs that will be applied 
to maximize the profit of the firm or the utility of the operator 
other restrictions most "be considered for equilibrium. These restric­
tions are the demand for factors of input functions. The estimation 
of the parameters* in the production function, without considering 
other factors that affect the decision of the quantity of input 
variables to he employed, omits some very useful information. 
The importance of Bimultaneous random equations for economic 
research has heen recently emphasized hy Haavelmo (1^), Otiiera have 
expanded the scope of this work and two studies have heen published 
on this subject, which used the procedure set forth by Haavelmo, One 
of these by Marsohak and Andrews (25) investigated groups of manufac­
turing Industries. Hie second study (20) employed a sample of farms from 
southern Iowa during a one-year period, 1^7* 1*^ the use of only cross-
seotional data the reactions of the farmers to price changes were 
removed and the result was an indeterminate system. 
To overcome this shortcoming this tractate is an attempt to apply 
recently developed statistical procedures to a model designed to 
represent the main factors influencing production on a group of central 
Examples of such parameters in eeonomics are elasticity of demand 
with respect to price, marginal propensity to consume and elastiolties 
of production. 
Ju 
Iowa farms, over a period of years. Information of the type o'btained 
from this study can he of value in aiding the farms in the area to 
move toward 1)etter utilization of resourcefl or to aid administrators 
of agricultural programe better to predict the outcome of certain 
agricultural policies under iaitiation. The method employed, if 
they prove statistically efficient, may also 'be used for other data 
in providing production coefficients and in bettering the use of 
resouroes in the agricultural industry. 
It is not possible to say that the estimates of the structural 
paxameters of the production functions obtained here are without 
question. !Fhey may be open to many criticisms, such as mistakes in 
the specification of the economic model, shortcomings in the data, or 
poor judgment in the choice of the algebraic form of the functions. 
In spite of the shortcomings of the estimates, they have many useful 
purposes. One use is to specify the variabiles desirable for a more 
complete model. Another purpose is in the comparison with other 
statistical procedures to determine the advisability of using research 
resources in what is considered to be the more accurate procedure. 
A till id purpose ie evaluation of the economic model and tiie refinements 
that need to be made for later studies, 
fPhis study, therefore, serves a combination of two roles—(1) to 
estimate the production functions for the given data and model, and (2) 
to evaluate afl fully aa possible the e^7?iclency of different statistical 
techniques. The parameters of the production functions for crops and 
for livestock will be estimated by the "Standard single equation-least 
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aquares method and a method developed "by Andereon. and Eubln (U). This 
system is sometimes knovm as the llalted information method; only informe-
tion regarding the algel)raic form of the one structural equation*" subject 
to estimation is required. It also necessitates Va.e specification of 
a required minimum of information about the structural equations other 
than the one equation that is heing estimated. 
The procedure followed in this study is first to outline theoretical 
comparisons of the statistical techniques, illustrating them with simple 
examples in eoonomic logic. Since the statistical techniques to he 
employed are determined 'by a fully foznulated model the economic model 
of farm production to he employed for the empirical estimate will he 
developed and e:xplained carefully. !Qie economic model determines only 
the variahles to enter each function. We must also construct the 
statistical and technical model, specifying the algebraic form of the 
equations to he estimated, and the properties of the equations in the 
system. 
IThe productivity coefficients obtained are only estimates of the 
parameters and, as such, eacsh has a probability distribution. There­
fore, confidence intervals will be ccmputed for each coefficient to 
provide a measure of the accuracy of the estimate. 
A technique for computing small sample confidence regions has 
been developed (2, p. 317)> ^is study will not use it because of 
Structural equations are mathematical relations representing the 
actions of (i) economic behaviour, (ii) Institutional roles, {ill) 
technological itileB of transformation and (iv) identities. 
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the oooplexity of oompatatlon. In line with the ohjectives of the 
stud^ comparisons of the estimates of the parameters will he made with 
those obtained, in other studies. This will he hasardous hut will 
provide some Information as to the value of employing the statistical 
teohniques In research of this nature. 
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II. STAIISTICAL MSTHGDS SMPLOIED 
I^enomena in any area of soienoe majr be explained by a syatem of 
eqtuations. The scientist is at all times attempting to describe and 
measure this activity v/ith the greatest acouraoy and independence of 
personal judgment. Toward this end there are alternative statistical 
methods lAiidi can be used. The first one, dealing with one equation 
at a time, designates one variable as the "dependent" one and assumes 
the remaining factors as causation factors or "independent" variables. 
Bie second method ttiat may be used is to work with the complete system 
at one time and observe the results of simultaneous changes of two 
or more variables. These two methods are both employed in this stttdy 
»nd in this section they will be explained and their respective uses 
compared. 
A. Single Squation-Least Squares 
!]!he experimenter is able to Isolate a single equation from his 
system and estimate the mathematical function by the single equation-
least squares. Throti^ the use of experiments he substitutes artifi­
cial controls for the other equations In the system and determines 
Khat values the "dependent" variable will take when he controls the 
other "independent" variables. The economist has often applied the 
same statistical technique to measure causation. He uses q\iantitie8 
of all the variablefl as they occur, produced "by a mechanism outside his 
control, instead of experimentally controlled quantities for the 
"independent" variaTiles. This mechanism is the simultaneous economic 
actions of all fizms, consuaers and inTestors, with suc^ actions 
influenced hy institutional factors and government direction. 
An example of the least sq^uares method applied to the estimation 
of the parameters of a production function would "be to specify the 
production function as 
I 
(2.1) y • a xjl i x|2 , xj? , 
*here y is the qjiantlty produced for a given period and the Xj's 
are the quantities of inputs of land, lahor, capital and management 
In the sjune period. !Qie estimates of the parameters, hj^'s, are then 
obtained with the assumptions that the quantity produced is measured 
with error which is suTjJeot to a proljaliility diatrilJution. Hie qijanti-
tles of inputs are assumed to "be determined independently of the quantity 
produced and are measured without error. This method is statistically 
accurate, hut the statistical assumptions are severely open to attack 
from the economio standpoint. One assumption in particular is that 
one variable jnust "be the "dependent" v<iriable while all others are 
"independent". 
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B. Slnoltaneous Sanations 
In realll^ the eoonomlst has to take as given all varialileB 
produced "by a mecthanlsoi outside of his control. This meohanisn is 
esqpressed by a system of simultaneous equations, one for every variable 
in the system, She variatles in theory include not only physical 
quantities, monetary quantities, e.g., income, prices, etc., hut other 
factors that influence economic activity such as the factor of private 
ownership of property or political restrictions of price control. The 
variables are jointly dependent variables and do not satisfy the 
conditions that we have specified in Section A a'bove. 
To "best illustrate the difference between the two statistical 
techniques the better kt^own lessons in the discussions on demand func­
tions will be presented, ^ese lessons do not seem to have been applied 
fully in the ii»re recent discussion on production functions. 
%e simplest illustration can be obtained by considering a vezy 
simple system with only a d^and equation and a supply equation. Let 
the demand for a commodity be written as 
(2.2) - apt + 
where a is the quantity demandod at time jb, p« is the price at time 
u^^ is a disturbance that represents the joint effect of other variables 
not explicitly stated, and the parameter is a. Similarly the supply 
faction may be written as 
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(2.3) 1. • P'p. + 
urtiera, again u is a diflturtanoe that represents the joint effect at V® 
time _t of other variables not explicitly stated and the parameter is 
Ve shall assnme that and n are drawn at random from a fixed 
ta t0 
Joint probability distribution and that they are independent in success­
ive obserrationa. This assumption is the same in both teefaniques. Data 
for the estimation of the parameters of these equations are tnken, not 
from a well-defined and controlled experiment, but from a sampling per­
formed by the historical course of economic phenomena. For illustration, 
observed pairs of values p, q for each year are plotted on a scatter 
diagram in the (p.q) plane. These values may be the observations of 
the price of meat and the quantity of meat consumed each year for a 
12 year period. (See Jigure 1), If a continuous function were fitted 
by some method (e.g., by least squares) to the observed pairs (p, q) 
would it be the demand curve for meat (Figure 2), the supply curve 
for meat (Figure 3) or should both a demand curve and a supply curve 
be fitted throu^ eac^ observation (Figare U)7 
Xn specifying donand and supply functions \Aiere only the random 
disturbances, u^^ and differ it is impossible to determine which 
function is being obtained. Any linear combination of the two equaxiions 
will provide an equation that could replace either (2.2) or (2.3) with 
no observable effect on the q's or p's. So if (2,3) is the true supply 
equation there exists no formula for estimating the parameter of the 
-IX-
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demand function. The important thing to note is that this cannot he 
seen unless we also specify the supply functiont the demand function 
alone tells us notiiing. 
Suppose, however, that the true supply function is 
Trtiere P^_i Is aot dependent upon We now have a system with differ­
ing equations. The parameters of the two equations are identified in 
that any linear comlslnation of the two equations will reaemhle the 
original equations. 
In evaluating the parameter of the demand equation hy the method 
of least squares the result is 
-B(pq) 
<=-5> 1(77 
or estimated Ijy 
(2.6) a • 
% 
where fflpq^ and denote second order moments about the mean. 
If tile true supply eq:aation is (2.^) and we asstune an infinite 
sample we may calculate the estimate of a. u^ and u^^ are unknown 
stocdiastic variables with known prohahility distributions and » 
E(u^ ) - E(Pt.itttd) • ®^ Pt-l^ t8^  " °* 3!(iHdTHg) » o^ g, B(44) » a| B 
3(x^g) « o®. From (2,2) and (2,U) we obtain 
-B(P<1) ^ liCutdl) 
•^ 9 
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Thue, by considering only the single equation, the estimate obtained is 
biased by the value of the regression coefficient of the disturbance 
in the demand equation on the quantity demanded. This value cannot be 
separated because of the non-observable characteristic of the dis­
turbance.^ Ihis illustration also shows the error in the estimation 
introduced by trying to isolate onl.T one equation from a system of 
equations in the estimation procedure. 
Even thou^ the least squares estimate is criticised for not 
providing an unbiased estimate of the "true" parameter that is obtained 
by simultaneous equations, both estimates have a place in the economists' 
work. If the purpose of the estimate is to provide a "prediction" of 
the "dependent variable" based upon observations of the independent 
variables and assuming no structural changes, the single equation estim­
ate is the "better" estimate. However, if the purpose is to provide a 
"prediction" as to ^at will happen to a particular variable when a 
structural change has been made in one or more of the other variables 
the estimate obtained throu^ the use of all of the equations in the 
system will provide the desired answer. 
C. Application to Production Functions^ 
Returning tiie discussion to equations of the firm we have the 
"production equation". 
^This discussion is due to Harschak and Andrews (25). 
«llu 
(2,g) y a 0*2^ + pXg " 
vftiere y la the new output, lahor Input and Xg the capital Inputs 
and p^, pj^, Pg the corresponding prices. Since profit » p^y - -
its aflflumed mazinlzatlon wllii respect to labor and to capital, 
respectively, gives the "marginal productivity equations," 
(2.9) '-i - . 
dxi Po 
(2.10)^ . |i. 
*^2 Po 
Such a set of equations would provide a scatter dlagrnm in the 
(y, *2)" ®P^®® ® surface fitted to it would serve the purpose 
of "meteorological" prediction. It will tell us what likely production 
we shall expect from a firm vSiose technical and economic efficiency 
and other characteristics are such as to make it hire a given amount 
of manpower and capital. [Oie least stuares method applied to a single 
equation of the system provides, under certain conditions, and in a 
certain wellodefined sense, the "best" estimate of y. If, on the other 
hand, we desire to estimate the value of y if Xj^ and Xp should he 
determined by deliberate action rather than by that set of random causes 
which existed in the past, then we have to estimate the coefficients 
in the equation (2,g) by the method suggested by Haavelmo (1^). This 
method in making estimates of the parameters uses information available 
in all of the random equations that represent &at sector of the economy 
under study. 
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III. !1!HS SCOSOKIO MODEL 
Speolfioation of the relevant economic model ie one of the foxmda-
tion stones of a quantitative study. IThe eoonometric modeli once set 
fortii, provides a tool of analysis independent of the personal Judg­
ments of the investigator. Other roles of the econometric model are 
that it constitutes a well-defined 8tat(>ment of our economic hypothesis 
or hypotheses and that it renders explicit the assumptions on toe basis 
of which the investigation proceeds. Ideally, the econoodtrio model 
should specify all of the relevant variables to describe the behavior 
of a particular sector of the economy. 
In this study the model represents a description of the assumed 
behavior of farm operators in central Iowa in their production opera­
tions. The model is designed to explain annual fluctuations in the 
quantities of crops and livestodc produced by these Individual farmers, 
and the quantities of the factors of production employed in the trans­
formation processes. 
There is no definite set of rules existing for the construction 
of the economic model, but the economist does have a fund of a priori 
information available from viiich he can make explicit the assumptions 
as to the wegr certain observed data are produced. One source of informa­
tion for this type of study is general economic theory. Bach farm 
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operator and his family plan their economic life in order that they 
may maximize the utilll^ received from their lahor, management and 
the capital oimed. IThe deciaion-oaking demand for factor functions 
are o'btained upon maxmizing this utility function. !Ihese demand for 
factor functions determine the comljinationa of the quantities of 
inputs applied in the technical relationship of the production 
function. A further source of information is the knowledge of exist­
ing production conditions and decision-making processes of farmers 
possessed hy physical teChnioisns and by persons In close contact 
with the farm operators, 
A. The Concepts Bs^loyed 
Xhe model describing the section of the economy with which we 
are concerned is a set of simultaneous eq.uation8. Hhese equations 
e:q>ress relationships among the economic variables. The variables 
it 
are classified into two main types, jointly dependent, y • and 
predetermined, and Jointly dependent variables for farm 
JL and at time Jb are variables which are determined by a process of 
instantaneous interactions wiliiin the system, that is, variables 
whose value is to be e^lained. Predetermined variables are those 
for farm ^  at time jb that influence the Jointly dependent variables 
but are not themselves influenced by the jointly dependent variables. 
A variable is classed as predetermined on the basis of two 
principles of Koojajans (23, pp. 393-39^) • departmental principle 
treats as predetermined those variables that are wholly or partly 
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outside the scope of eeonomlcs, e.g., weather and elimate, earth-
qLoalcee, etc. The causal principle regards an eoonomic variable as 
predetermined if it influences contefflporaneous values of the remaining 
(jointly dependent) variables, "but the Tariables in turn are not 
Influenced thereby. The approxiinate causal principle applies for 
those variables on Vaioh the influence of the jointly dependent 
variables is presumed to be small. 
An example of the application of the causal principle in this 
study is the olassification of prices of the factors of inputs as 
predetermined variables. The individual firm in agriculture tends 
to operate as an "atomistic" cosrpetitort (10, p. 6). According to 
the definition of pure competition the number of firms is so large 
that the speoifio qiuantity of a commodity any one i. dividual operator 
decides to produce, purchase or sell has little effect upon the price 
of that commodity. Inversely, the price of a commodity has a direct 
effect upon tiae production decisions of the entrepreneur. 
^e use of the verbal definitions of these two principles alone, 
without considering the statistical requirements, provides insufficient 
criteria for the classification of the variables. The formal req.uire-
ments for treating the variabiles as predetermined are based on some 
of the statistical properties of the model. !Ihese req.uirements will 
be discussed in Chapter IV vriien the statistical model will be specified. 
For the present discussion we shall content ourselves with the use of 
the verbal definitions of the two principles mentioned above. 
.18. 
B. IQie Hodel Proper 
Slnae the economic model consists mainl;/ of the variables In 
the different functions we will follow the procedure of writing down 
the relationships in symbolic form. We will then discuss the reasons 
for including each variable in the particular relationship and explain 
the classification (predetermined or otherwise) of each variable. A 
detailed description of the data employed for each variable will he 
given in the Appendix. 
To simplify tiie model we have made the assumption that there 
are two Independent systems in farm production—the cropping system 
and the livestock system. This assun^tion is open to crltieiem when 
we consider that in reality the g.uantity of crops produced provides 
the quantity of home-grown feed available for livestock production; 
decision of the type and quantity of crops to be produced is in turn 
a function of the quantity of livestock produced since different live­
stock requires different types and quantities of feed oropa. Ho livestock 
might determine a strictly cash sale crop. This criticism is more 
important if the production function for crops is divided into several 
functions, one for each crop enterprise. !I!he cropping system is presented 
first, but this has no relation to the importance of the two systems. 
Both forms of production in this san^le of farms are considered to be 
equal, and the order of presentation is arbitrary. 
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1. Cropping sygtea 
a. Crop production fonction: As a first step in estimating the 
paraaeters in crop production we hare apeolfied a technical relation 
of the nature 
/T -.N M M -it it it it It it it it it 
(3*1) * 2^ * *3 * • ^ 5 • ^ 6 * 
it is the absolute quantity of all crops produced on the i-th 
farm in the t-th year, expressed in dollar terms, ^0^e difficulty of 
providing an aggregate measure for the quantity of crops produced 
was eliminated hy weij^ting the quantity of each crop produced by the 
1939-^8 average price received for that crop. We used prices as 
wei^ts on the basis that they are indicators of the relative import­
ance of the different crops to the producers, 
it 
yg is the number of months of all labor spent on crops. All 
labor Includes operator's labor, other family labor, and hired labor. 
iChe information available made it impossible to determine precisely 
how mucdi labor was actually used on crops and on livestock. We used 
the average labor requirements for each enterprise to determine the 
total labor that ordinarily would be used, each, for crops and live-
stook. The proportions of each were than determined. IQiese propor­
tions were tiien used to divide the total labor between the two systems, 
it 
y^ is the quantity of machine inputs used in the crop production. 
This variable is measured by the repairs, fuel and oil, and other 
Items, such as machine hire. It is measured In dollar-costs because 
"•20"» 
aggregation in the records prevented any other measure. Some expenses 
were iapossiltle to classify since the records listed them only as 
other expenses. This is part of the general classification of capital 
inputs used in production. 
it 
yij, is the quantity of crop services applied. This includes 
primarily seeds, insect sprays* and weed sprays. fOiese items of capital 
Inputs were also recorded only in dollar texms. 
it 
y^ is the quantity of machinery used in production. This third 
group of capital assets was measured by the asset vaiue of machinery, 
depreciated at a diminishing rate. The usual straight-line metliod of 
depreciation does not readily represent the production value of tlie 
machine hecause after a certain number of years the asset value of 
the machine is listed as zero, or a nominal one dollar, while the 
machine still has value in \ise. The decreasing rate of depreciation 
also provides for the factor of oh soles cence, a difficult one to mesisure, 
which reduces tiie value of the machine more the first year than the 
second, etc. As technology increases and the supply of farm labor 
decreases the quantity of machinery is more important in the production 
process, 
is time. &e use of a trend varialile was to represent the 
technological changes in crop production that have taken place during 
the sample period. During this period there has 1>een considerable im­
provement in the maciiinery used, seeds and sprays available for production, 
and cropping practices recommended. Tailing a more accurate meastire of 
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these iaprorementa it was assumed that the change was a smootii ftmotion 
of time. 
it 
Sg la weather conditions, partioularJy rainfall. Biis la a very 
important factor in crop production in a nonirrlgated area, Ihe 
measure for this varial)le was the deviation telow normal rainfall and 
temperature retulrements for com production during an eleven-week 
period. Because the al)ove-norjnal rainfall and temperatixre has little 
effect upon Iowa production those values are zero. 
it 
Zj Is the acres of cropland on the farm. This is the third input 
varialjle in the general classification of Inputs—land, labor and 
capital. 
is the value of fertilleer ol>talned from manure, lagged one 
year. Hhis input is available for crop production if livestock are 
present on the farm and It materially increases the (Quantity of crops 
produced vdien applied. 
it 
is the value of fertiliser obtained from manure, lagged two 
years, s^(t-l). 
it 
sg Is tiie value of the business assets. IQiis aggregate is composed 
of the average of the opening and closing inventories of the business 
assets of the farm, including the working assets, current assets and 
fixed assets of the business. There is a direct rel.°tlon between the 
quantity of total capital available and t.':ie production of crops. More 
capital would represent an improved position from the standpoint of 
the risk and uncertainty the operator faces. 
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The y»9 were treated as Jointly dependent Tariables, that is, 
variables whicto were determined wholly within the system of relation­
ships which were assumed to represent the farm production economy, 
Ohe z's were predetermined variables, 2^^, and were 
treated as predetermined by the departmental prinoiplei and 
predetermined by the causal principle. 
IQie quantity of land Is ordinarily considered a jointly determined 
variable* with other inputs of production, but sudh a classification 
depends upon the assumption that the quantity may be easily varied to 
meet changing conditions. Present institutions have made the sisse 
In terms of land area fairly oonstsnt. Also, during period t no 
additional or less land may be cropped. She value of assets in the 
it 
business, z, , was determined at the beginning of the production period 
0 
"by actions made in the previous period, Bie quantity of fertiliser 
applied to the farm, and is determined during the preceding 
period and decisions made during the cropping period do not affect 
• 
it. We Included both a one-year lag and a two-year lag because 
the full effect of fertiliser, commercial or manure, is not realised 
in any one crop year. For certain elements the full affect may not 
appear until the second year. However, we assximed that the major portion 
was utilised by the end of the second year. 
Measures representing physical quantities of all the input-output 
variables were used because production is a technical relation that is 
A lagged variable is one that the decision to apply and application 
are made at a time prior to the period during which its action is observed. 
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eonslfltent 'between different periods. Xhe quantity of inputs of the 
same quality will produce a quantity of output of the same quality 
between different periods, while the ratio of costs of inputs to the 
profit will vary between periods according to the variation between 
prices. Xhe jihysleal productivities obtained may be evaluated at 
present prices to determine the point of nazistum profit for given price 
relationships. 
%e production function is the relationship restraining the 
jaazlmlsatlon of the profit function. Qie anticipated profits depend 
upon the input variables which are entirely at the disposal of the 
operator. Vfe assume that the operator will make his choice of these 
variables so that the profit Is as large as possible. Hence, we shall 
obtain the following maximizing equations: 
b. Demand for labor; 
It it it it It it it It It It 
(3.2) y2 • • 75 » '3 » t "g » *9 • ®io» ®ll» *12* 
It is the index of prices received for crops, "Ehis index was 
constructed from data gathered by th« Iowa Crop and Livestock Reporting 
Service. Xhe wel^ts used were those determined by that office in 
constructing their index of prices received for Iowa, i'he oommodities 
included in the index were corn, oats, hay and soybean seed ttnder the 
assusqstlon that these were the more important crops produced in this 
area. 
it 
zg Is the index of prices paid for labor. Qiis index was composed 
from the average monthly wage for farm labor in Iowa. 
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It 
is the index of prices paid for crop sergrieea—seed and fer­
tilizers, This price index was constructed from price data from the 
Iowa Crop and Livestock Reporting Service. The wei^ts were the 
quantity of sales during the 'bause period of the index of prices 
received for lowa« Sprays and seeds were the two classes of commodi­
ties making up the index. 
it is the index of prices paid for macihine inputs, including 
repairs, fuel and otiier expenses and including the price of new 
machinery. This index was constructed in the same manner as the a^ove 
two. The items included were motor vehicles, fam macdiinery other 
than motor vehicles, and automo'bile supplies, including motor fuels. 
it is the operator's equity ratio. This is the ratio of the 
net wortii of the "business to the total assets. 
it is the months of operator's labor spent on the farm. 
By including the two groiq)a of capital inputs in the demand for 
la'bor equation we have assumed that the quantity of crop services, 
it it 
y^^ , and the quantity of macliinery, y^ , employed directly, affected 
the quantity of la'bor used. Between labor and crop services and mach­
inery there is a certain complementary relation. 
Economic theoiy tells us that the quantity of a commodity demanded 
is the function of the price of the commodity and the prices of all 
other commodities. This theory applies to the demand for factors of 
production as well as to the consumer demand to which we more frequently 
apply it. Because the anticipated return is determined by the price 
of the commodity produced the prices received for crops is employed. 
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The price of the crop during the production year was used In the danand 
for lal>or function since the quantity of lal}or to Yie employed is deter-
ained during the aaae period. 
The actions of the operator toward risk and uncertainty are aBsumed 
to "be directly measured "by the proportion of the "busineas that he owns. 
More hired lator will be employed with a hi^ equity ratio, than with 
a low ratio, lieoaufle in case of a loss the opportunities of obtaining 
more operating capital are much easier. 0!he months of the operator's 
labor off the farm ohouM require a hi^er total labor input. Here 
we have made an assumption that because the operator's labor is of & 
dual type, labor and management, it is superior to the other labor 
employed. 
All predetermined Tarlables have been classified according to 
the causal principle. Prices to the producer, both input and output, 
are determined by forces independent of the IndiTldual producer. !Ihe 
equity ratio is determined by actions in the preceding period and, 
during the production period. It may not be altered. We have assumed 
the months of operator's labor spent on the farm to be determined 
prior to the production period. Ordinarily agreements to take work 
off the farm are contracted for in advance and may not be changed 
because of changing conditions on the farm. 
c. Demand for machinery inputs 
it it it it it it It 
(3*3) • '7 • *^ 8 * ^^ 9 • '10' 
Ihe quantity of madilnery used, y^^, is complementary to the quantity 
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of machine InpatB employed; the more machinery employed the greater ^e 
need for fuel, oil and repairs. Explanations in oubseotion d ahove 
are applicable for the same variables that enter this ftinction. 
d. Demand for crop servieeat 
. . ^ it it it it it it it it it 
yg • » *5 t ®20* '^ ll' '13' 
It i/ , 
" si^(y-l) is iiie index of prices received for crops, lagged 
one year. 
it 
Application of weed and insect sprays and fertilizer, yl|. , 
it 
req.\ilre additional labor, yg 1 than would be required if none of these 
services were employed in the production process. Seeds, fertilizer 
and sprays are either pxirchased or contracted for, and may be applied 
prior to planting time. The decision to use these crop services is 
determined by the anticipated prices for the commodity baaed upon 
prices existing at the time the decision is made. !Ehe index of prices 
it 
received for crops, lagged one year, is the best measure of iiribiat 
the operator expects prices to be during production period. IChis 
variable is predetermined according to the cauaal principal, as are 
all prices. 
e. Demand for machinery} 
, it it it it it it It it it it 
(3*5) yg • yi|. * y^ • '3 • * '3 * s'lo' ®n» ®i2* '13 • 
The Jointly dependent variables, labor, crop services and mat^inery, 
exhibit complementarityt ^ich can be measured only throu^ a relationship 
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that incltideB the qtiantltleB of the factors, Machineiy is contracted 
for or purchased prior to the production period on expectations tased 
upon the prices received for crops during the preceding period. 
2. Livestock system 
The second system of equations we have assumed in the farm produc­
tion is the livestock system. The procedure of presentation is the 
same as that which we followed in the preceding section. Several of tiie 
variables entering the cropping system also enter the livestock system. 
We have designated these variables the same in hoth systems. 
a. Livestock production relation; To "begin estimation of the 
parameters in the livestock production, we haw specified a tedanical 
relation of the form 
yg is the quantity of livestock and livestock products on the 
faxm. IQiese quantities included all increases of livestock in Inven­
tories, quantities sold less quantities purchased for resale and quanti­
ties of livestock product sold and used in the home. To form the aggre­
gate measure we used the 1939-'^2 average prices received "by farmers for 
those livestock and livestock products as weights. These prices 
represent the relative importance of each product to the farmer. 
y^* 1B the numher of months of labor spent on livestock. We evalu­
ated this quantity in the flame manner as y|^ in the cropping system. 
It was Impossible to determine vfaether the labor used on livestock was 
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hlred lal3or or not. An assxunption that ml^t l^s made if the lnl}or cotild 
be classified according to the work done woald be that hired la'bor is 
more efficient and productive on crops than on llTestock. 
it 
yg is the physical q.nantity of feed fed, meaBured in doll'>.r 
termB. We again had to deal with the difficulty of an aggregate measure 
of commodities recorded in bushels, tons, hundred poimds, etc. Xadh 
quantity of feed fed vras weighted by the 1939-^S average price received 
or paid for that commodity. Where home-grown feeds were fed the wei^t 
was the price received for tiiat commodity while, with commercial feeds, 
the wei^t was the price paid. Pasture was evaluated in terms of the 
roughage equivalent that would have been produced on that pasture. 
yg* Is the quantity of livestock on the farm during the Jb-th 
period. Ihls quantity was determined by the inventory vp.lue of live­
stock. This is suaother one of ^e capital inputs for production. The 
Inventory value is the average beginning and ending inventory taken 
from the records and corrected by the index of prices paid by farmers, 
1939-4g a 100. We assumed this measure of the value of the classes of 
livestock to represent the productive potential of each class. This 
variable ml^t be classified as predetermined since it could be the 
result of activity in the preceding time period (t-1). 
it 
^10 quantity of machinery inputs, measured by the machine 
assets. Ihis is the third of the class of capital inputs in the live­
stock system. Machine exjjenses are so minor for livestock machinery 
that they are assuaed negligible for purposes here. !Ehe procedure of 
measurement followed that of crop machinery, yg*. 
I 
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it is time# Changes of a technological nature were assumed to 
be a smooth function of time. During the period many improvements 
have been introduced, such as improvements in the grades of livestock 
on farms, improvement in breeds, better health measures for animals 
and improved feeds. 
it 
zg is the value of the business assets. 
it is the quantity of buildings. This Is measured In a similar 
it it 
manner to the variables of machinery assets, y^ and y^^^, wititi the 
exception that a lower rate of depreciation was applied, 
Bie y'8 in the livestock system were all treated as jointly depend­
ent variables, that is, variables which were determined viholly within 
the system of relationships which were assumed to represent this sector 
it 
of farm production. Of the predetermined variable was classified 
according to the departmental principle with and z^^ according to 
the causal principle. Jor livestock production in Iowa, buildings 
are an Important factor, but tiie quantity of buildings present on the 
farm may not be changed readily to meet dianging conditions. 
In maximizing the profit function of the livestock sector of the 
farm production we obtain the following maximizing equation: 
b. Demand for labor; 
_v It It It It it ^It It it It It it 
V3.7) JTj f yg I yg f y]jo» 2g » ®10» ®ii» ^12* ®15» ®l6« ®17" 
iy 
Zg is the index of the prices paid for labor. 
it is the index of prices paid for machinery and machinery inputs. 
it Is the operator's equity ratio. 
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8^2 ia the months of operator's labor spent on the farm. 
it 
z,,. ia the index of the prices received for livestock, 
it is the index of the prices received for livestock products. 
it llhis aggregate and were constructed hy using wei^ts used by the 
Iowa Crop and livestock Reporting Service In constructing their index 
of prices received by Iowa faxmers. The commodities in the livestock 
index were hogs, cattle, veal calves and sheep. Xhe commodities 
included in the livestock products index were wholesale milk, retail 
milk, and butterfat. 
it 
is the size of the livestock enterprise measured in animal 
units. 
All of the Jointly dependent variiibles entering this function are 
complementary with the quantity of labor needed in production. The 
predetermined variables were all classified according to the causal 
principle. As in the cropping system we have assumed prices to be 
independent of the actions of the entrepreneur. The number of animal 
It 
units, is determined at the beginning of the production period 
and Independent of the production function. Including the number of 
animal units in the system is very important since the labor require­
ment is very nearly the sane for the animal units, regardless of the 
value of the animal. However, one animal unit for a dairy oow is not 
equivalent to one animal unit for a beef cow or three sows. Tariables 
identical to those in the cropping system, 2^^ and included 
in the livestock system with the same reasoning. 
c. Demand for feed Inpats; 
it it it it it it it it 
(3.8) yy t yg . 815. S!j^ g. Zj^ g ' 
it 
zig is the price index of home-grown feed. 
is the price index of commercial feed. 
The predetermined varialile labor, y^*, la complementary with the 
quantity of feed fed to livestock, particularly if the major quantity 
is of the nature of grains and conunerclal feeds rather than pasttire. 
Classification of the price indexes of feeds as predetermined follows 
the causal principle under the same assumption applied for all other 
prices. The owner's equity ratio has the same effect In the production 
plans as to the quantity of feed to use as it has upon the quantity of 
lahor employed. 
d. Inventory value of llvBStock; 
, . it it it it it it It 
(3.9) Vj t f ®15* ®l6' hj* ®20' 
*20 " index of the price of livestock, lagged one 
year. This is predetermined according to the causal principle, as 
are all other price*. 
!Qie quantity of livestock maintained for production purposes is 
complementary with labor, but is also influenced to a great extent 
"by the price that occurs when part of the decisions are inade as to the 
sigie of the "breeding herds to "be maintained. Since decisions as to 
the sizes of the herds can he made at any time during the production 
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perlod the prices reoeived for livestock jjnd llvestoek productB, 
and are also inoltided. ID 
e. Pemand for machinery; 
It it it it it it it it it 
(3.10) yy ( zg t Zj^i* ®i5» ®i6» *17' ®20* 
'•Qie q.tiantity of lator used may "be both complementary or siibstitut-
able with the quantity of machinery employed. However, we are assximing 
that the complementary effect is the greater of the two. The decision 
to •bT:iy machinery may be made before the production period on the ex­
pectation of prices received for livestock, lagged one year, ZgQ. 
Bie operator's equity ratio will most probably be changed by the purchase 
of the macihinery and the level existing will be a strong factor upon 
the decision to be made. 
C. Description of the Observation 
Ihe population to be studied was delineated as the production 
operations of farms, for a ten-year period from 1939 to 19^8, in an 
area of uniform soil type. The requirement of the ten-year period 
specified that the elements entering the universe had to be those farms 
with recoirds available over a twelve-year period because we were to 
include certain variables with a two-year lag. 
I^rm record stuamarles were available for five faim management 
sasoelations in Iowa and the Central Association was considered to 
be the one with the more uniform soil type. To eliminate as nearly 
as possible other uxuoeasurable variables, management and size, the 
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tmlverse wae further restricted to faxros that maintained the aame size 
and the same operator for the entire period. 
The nniverfle had then "been restricted to IS farms randomly dis­
tributed throu^ Dallas, Hamilton, Hardin, Fol^, Story and Wrl^t 
eotmtles. (See Tigure 5.) Thus our "aample** was reduced to ISO 
Independent ohserr^tions, the entire pojmlation. We assumed that each 
farm operator's actions were Independent from one year to the next, the 
usual assumption made in time series data. This mi^t he a weakness in 
the statistical procedure and will he discussed in connection with the 
statistical model. 
All data^ for a particxilar farm was obtained from the farm record 
suranary sheets maintained by the Department of Economics and sociology, 
Iowa otate College. The time aeries obserrations, common to all feu:ins, 
were based upon records of the Iowa Crop and LiTestock Heporting 
Service. 
"Data - Althoii^ plural in form, data is not infrequently used 
as singular; as, this data has been furnished for study an& decisions." 
William Allan Nellson, Editor in Chief, Webaters New International 
pictionary, Snd ed. Springfield, Mass., O.and C. Herriao Company, 
1937t p. 070. 
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FIGURE 5 LOCATION OF FARMS OBSERVED IN THIS STUDY 
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I?. ME STATISIICAL MODBL 
In constiuetlog the eoonomlo model onl;^ part of the work has Ijeen 
completed. Before we can estimate the parameters of the atruot\iret 
or the parameters of a partlculs-r function in the structure, the 
statistical properties of the model have to lie specif led. !I!he statis­
tical model requires three assumptions: (l) the properties of the 
dietur1)auoes, (2) the algeliraic form of the etiuations and (3) the 
Identification of the structure or the function to 1)6 estimated. In 
this section these assumptions vill "be disoussed and applied to the 
economic model. 
A. Properties of the I>isturl>anees 
!Die model set forth in Chapter III does not infer that the func­
tions implicit in the symbols were exact relationships "between o'bserved 
Tariables. lEhe vagaries of human nature would undoubtedly lead an 
investigator to state that not all the relevant variables influencing 
human b^avior have been observed and incorporated into the model. 
In the technical relations between input and output* random shifts in 
the relationships are due to a large number of minor causes of varia­
tion not explicitly included, sudi as institutions, social factors, 
etc. !Ihese nonobservable variables may be described as disturbances 
or shocks. Xhe foxmal statistical properties ascribed to the 
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dlBttirl)ancea determine the validity of the estimation methods. The 
properties that can be claimed for the eatimatore are also contingent 
upon these statistical properties. 
%e equation systems contained in Chapter III may then he written 
it 
as: 
(Ki) it yi . 
it 
72 » 
it 
7-^ t 
it 
yj . it 
^1 . 
it it 
"3»  
.it it 
'5 • 
it 
% * 
(H.2) yg » nnit. yii. t ^it 7^ . 
it 
"3 • •7 • 
it 
'g • 
it 
*9 . 
it 
®10* 
it 
®11» 
it 
®12' 
it 
(4.3) It 
"5 • 
it 
"3' 
it 
'7' 
it 
'g • 
it 
's 
it 
^10* 
it 
"3 
(4.4) it 72 ' 
it 
74 i 
it 
^3 ^ 
it 
®7 • 
it it 
"9 • 
it 
''lO* 
it 
*11. 
it 
U14 
(4.5) it 7s . 
it 
7\ * 
it 
75 . 
"3 • ®g • 
it 
'9 • 
It 
®10' *11' 
it 
'12» 
it 
*13. 
it 
(4.6) it 7C . 
it 
^7 • 
it 
yg »  
it 
yg • 
it 
yio» 
it 
«1 . 
-it 
"6 • 
it 
*l4» 
it 
(4.7) 7'f , 
it it it 
1^0* 
it 
•g • 
it 
®10' 
It 
"11-
it 
"12 • 
it 
*15' 
it 
hs* 
it 
®17* 
(4.g) it 
^^ 7 * 
it 
yg • 
it 
*11' 
it 
*15' 
it it 
•l7* 
it 
®lg* 
it 
1^9' 
it 
(4.9) y7 . 
it 
yg . 
it 
'15' 
it 
'll' 
it 
"l6' 
it 
'17' 
it 
"20 • 
it 
(4.10) it 
^^ 7 • 
it 
yio' 
it 
'g • 
it 
®10* 
it 
*11* 
it 
'15 • 
it 
"16' 
•
1 it 
*20* 
it 
^0 
it 
vitoere UjJ J « (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) and ($» 7» 9» 10) are dlsturhanoes 
in the J-th and ]&»th eqioations, respectively» for the two systems. 
In Chapter III the variahles vere classed hy verbal definitions, 
as endogenous (jointly dependent) or exogenous (predetermined). Obe 
exogenous variables were classified according to two principles, 
departmental or osnsal. aSiie predstermined olassifleatlon has certain 
statistical Implications which lead to a further set of assumptions 
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in speaif^lng the model. In turn, these asstunptlons are concerned 
vith the statistical properties of the model. 
The statistical criteria that classify a variable as predetermined 
are set forth in three assumptions which nast he mett (1) the equations 
that cozmect only and all eTOgenous Tariahles can he Isolated In a 
separate set of equations; (2) the random elements, or disturbances, 
entering this set of equations are distributed Independently from the 
random disturbsuaoes in the equations explaining the endogenous variables; 
and (3) the Jacobian that arises from transforming the Joint distribu­
tion of the u's into a joint distribution of the y's is required to 
be nonvanishlng (23, pp.. 395-396). In actual model specification, the 
Investigator may not write out explicitly the relationships between 
all variables, Cenoept'oally, though, the factors influencing all the 
variables will be considereil and, thus, the first assumption can be 
readily checked, although the appropriateness of the other two assump­
tions will be difficult to test. 
In many cases the Jointly dependent variables, y^^, are accompanies 
In the system of equations v/ith earlier values, 
set of asstunptlons stated above for predetermined variables, with 
slight variations, apply to the time lagged variables. With these 
i (t» ^ ) 
assumptions satisfied, the endogenous variables, y^ ' , 0, may 
be called predetermined variables and the size and scope of the equa­
tion systems Ineded for statistical purposes have been further reduced. 
In each b^avior equation, the disturbance is Interpreted as 
representing the Joint effect of all variables of minor individual 
38 
importance on the 'behavior deacrlljed "by that equation. These minor 
•arialjles have not "been explicitly introduced into the eystem of 
it 
equations, 'fheee random elements, u , define the distriljution of 
V 
the endogenous variables (Zh, p. 57)• Because we are interested 
primarily in estimates of the parameters of only one equation from 
each <syetm, the estimation procedure to lie applied in this study 
is the limited-information method. As set forth hy Anderson and Rubin 
(H) this method is hased upon two additional assun^tions aljout the 
disturbances. QThe first assumption is that the disturbances possess 
a Joint normal distribution with means zero snd a finite variance-
covariance matrix which is Independent of farm i and time Jb. The 
second assumption made is that the u's were non-autocorrelated. If 
u^^ is the vector of disturbances for farm ^  and time jb, then the 
4. J , ^ f itv i(t-'t'). , it.. (i-^K . / itv/ 
expected values of (u )(u ), (u ) (u ), and (u ) (u ), 
i <f Ot 4 a*® zero, 
Zf we relax the first assumption, that of the normality, the con­
sistency property of the limited information estimators is not affected 
(3( P< 372)• Also, Anderson and Rubin have shown that the omission 
of certain predetermined variables does not affect the consistency 
property of the estimators. Because of inability to measure them, 
some variables have been omitted from the structure. 
In this tractate an assumption has been made that there is only 
it 
one class of disturbances! u . Most of the empirical studies have 
dealt with observations over time, with a few working with obserred 
variables for different economic tmits. In Section III-C we discussed 
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o'bserTatlons made on different eoonomio units for a ntunher of time 
periods, or oombined cross-seotionAl and tine series data. It is 
it possible that we Aould consider partitioning the disturbance u into 
i» *t i* 
three parts, u , u » and u , vihere u is a part of the disturbance 
in all etiuations relating to i^e 1-th individual for every time period, 
*t 
u is part of the disturbance in all equations for every individual 
it 
in the t-th time period and u is part of the disturbance in the 
eq.uation for the 1-th individual and the t-th time period. 
To date, little theoretical work has been done on the estim?.tion 
procedures and statistical aspects of this type of a model. Hlldreth 
(7) has begun an investigation along this line but final solutions 
have not been released. Such a consideration mi^t produce additional 
information from our system, but more theoretical analysis needs to be 
done before it can be applied in an empirical study. 
B, Algebraic form of the ScLuations 
IDie second assumption we need to make to prepare the structure for 
estimation regards the algebraic form of the production relationships 
set forth in (H'.l) and (^.6). IVo alternatives existed. The first 
was to specify the form of all the equations in the structures, while 
the second was to specify the form of only the production equations. In 
this study the second procedure has been adopted, 
The estimation procedure set forth by Anderson and Hubin (U) is 
developed for a system of linear difference equations. However, 
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Koopanans and Eubin (2l+, p. 103) hare ohovm that they need not Tie linear 
eauations in the strict sense since transformations can he made to 
fit the asstunption. Anderson and Rubin (3, p. 5?!+) have shovm that 
the lifflited information estimators of the parameters of one equation 
of a complete system still possess the property of consistency when the 
remaining equations are mixed, linear and nonlinear. If we do not 
specify the algebraic form of the remaining equations (U.2-U.5) and 
(^,7-^.10) the model given sl>ove la a mixed system. 
Of the various functional forms that ml^t he used In estimating 
pso'ameters of the production functions, only two were considered. One 
form was an equation linear In the observed varlahles and the other was 
an equation linear In the logarithms of the ohserved variables. Apart 
from statistical manageability, the dioice of the algebraic form was 
arbitrary. Some considerations set forth by economists influencing the 
choice of the form of linear in the logarithms are: (1) the parameter 
estimates are the elasticities, i.e., they indicate the percentage 
changes in output n^loh will, on the average, result from a one percent 
increase In the input of the various factors; and (2) It permits the 
phenomena of the dlainishing marginal returns to come Into play whereby 
the form of linear in the observed variables would not permit a diminish­
ing marginal return (11) (17)01). Conversely, a function linear In the 
observed variables allows variation in elasticities over the range of 
the data. The marginal returns, however, are constant. A quadratic 
function would allow decreasing returas but would Increase the number of 
Jointly dependent variables, thus increasing the size of the system to 
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oonslder. It would "be desiraT)!® to experljnent witii alternative func­
tions, but that T^a.9e is & separate study. The assumption of constant 
elastieitles seems about as extreme as constant slopes, but the form 
of the eoLuations to be estimated were decided upon as follows; 
(U.i) log y" + ^2* ^13 ^3* ^1^ ^15 
+ log *^13 *'3* + *^14 
"*^ 15 4* "^ 16 "^ 10 " • 
(U.6») log y" + log y^* + pgg log yj* + Pg^ log y|* + Pg^j^Q log yJJ 
+ 761 ^ 6 4* + "^ 66 % + ^ 6,llf + "^ 60 - • 
C. Identification of the Transformation Tonctions 
3!he third assumption we need to make before estimation can proceed 
Is the id entlfioation of the economic structure, or the identification 
of the single equation to be estimated. !Qie first consideration will be 
identification of linear models which oan be written ast 
(4.11) By'(it) + r J!»(it) - u'(it) 
where 
B is a matrix of beta coefficients. 
yi(it) is a column veotor of Jointly dependent variables at time t 
for farm 
r is a matrix of gamma coeffioients. 
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z'(lt) is a Column vector of predetermined varialjles at time Jb 
for farm 
ui(it) is a column vector of disturhances at time t for farm i. 
A structure S is given "by apeeific numerical values of the elements 
of the B and T matrices and a joint diatrilmtion of the u's. This 
Joint distribution is of known form, say, normal, and is characterized by 
a set of parameters with known numerical values. ITwo structures S 
and S"* are oalled ohservationally eiluivalent if, and only if, they 
are connected hy a nonsingular linear transformation. IThat is, 
S • "T S» Tifoere 
S  » /bp {u«(it)}_7 
S* a / (u«» (it)} J 
T Is nonsingular and transforms S into S*. 
IChe proof of this theorem is due to Koopmans (2^, pp. 73-75). If there 
does not exist a nonsingular linear transformation of S into S* then S 
is said to "be identifiable with a given model. 
In cases where the investigator is interested in estimating the 
parameters of only one eq.\iation in a system of linear equations, the 
identifiaMlity of the one eq.uation needs to he established. A single 
structural equation is called identifiable if all of its parameters 
are identifiable. A certain parameter £> of a structure S is uniquely 
Identifiable within a model if 0 has the srme value for all structures 
S* equivalent to S. 
Koopmans, Rubin and Leipnik (24, pp. 7S~S2) have developed the 
necessary and sufficient coioditions for the identiflability of a single 
equation in a system of linear equations. Qhese conditions are based 
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on the rank of a certain aubmatrlx of the reduced form. GSie reduoed 
form is o'btalned from (^.11) "by preomltlplicatlon "by to give 
(U.12) y»(it) --TT" e'(lt) + b"^ u'(lt) 
where 
IT -
Hhe // matrix may he partitioned ae follows: 
IT - QT* IT**) 
*dvere // • la the matrix of coefflclenta 77~jij.» J • li •••# 
k • 1, K*, of thoae predetermined variablea in (U.ll) vfaidi appear 
In til© atructural equation being identified, 77"** !• matrix of 
coefficients VTj.. m n K* 1, E, tfhldi do not. G* is the number 
of Jointly dependent variables appearing in the system. Kooiman's 
neoeaaary and aufflclent condition for the id entlflability of a parti­
cular equation ia that the rank of //be equal to 0*-l, Since the 
77"coefficients are not kno\m, in general, but mast be estimated, a 
necessary condition for identification of a single equation is applied 
in practice. This necessary condition has been shown by Eoopmans (Zk) 
to be K"** - G*-!, %diere « K - K*. Ohe case of • G-^-l is 
referred to as the just identified case, while K»» • G*-l is called the 
oirerldentlfled case. 
Applying the necessary condition for Identiflabllity to equation 
(^,1) in a model assumed to be linear, G* equals 5, K»* equals 7 or 
more, so ttiat the equation C^-.l) Is overldentifled. In equation (^.6), 
the livestock function, 6* equals 5» K*"* equals 10 or more, and equation 
(*+,6) is OTeridentlfied. With sudi a degree of overidentifioation, 
those components that were omitted liecaase of inability to observe 
them would contribute nothing further to identification. 
The identification problem for nonlinear models has not received 
the extensive mathematical treatment of linear models. Koopmans, 
Rubin and Leipnilc pp. 108-109) have expressed the opinion that 
nonlinearities of a known form may result in Identification Vnidi would 
otherwise be lacking in linear models. The limited information proced­
ure requires that identification be established under the aasujaption 
of a linear model. Given that the necessary condition for identi­
fication in a linear system has beeh met, Anderson and Rubin (3> p. 
57^) have shown that mixed, linear and nonlinear* models may be 
handled by the procedure without losingthe consistency property of 
the estimators. 
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y. "082 MPIRICAL SOLUTIOH 
One of the alms of this study was to estimate the parameters for 
equations U.l« smd U^.6' in ordeir to provide approximations of the 
productivities of the group of farms sampled. In addition to the 
limited Information method of estimation, the parameters were also 
estimated hy the method of least squares for purposes of comparison. 
In equation ^ .1* log was treated as the dependent variable 
and the logarithms of the other variables as independent variables. 
In equation M'.S* log yg was treated as the dependent variable and 
the logarithsms of the other variables as independent variables. 
Log y^ and log yg were diosen as dependent since these are teohnologi-
eal functions in which the product is a direct function of the Inputs. 
In the limited information computations all the variables in the 
system set forth in equations ^.2-U.5 and ^.7-^.10 were used in the 
system as specified in those equations. Oeoisions as to the choice 
of predetermined variables not entering the relationship being estim­
ated are, to some extent, arbitrary in most mixed linear-nonlinear 
models. Such deoisions affect the efficiency but not the consistency 
of the estimators obtained. !!!he computational methods used in the 
limited information method were those given in Bronfenbrenner and 
Chernoff (2) and Anderson and Rubin (^). 
Xstimates of the parameters in the crop production function are 
shown in Table 1 and for the livestook production function in Table 2. 
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Table 1. |j0tlmation of oaraaeters of 4.1* 
Lsaflt Limited 
aqmares information 
Pl2 
P13 
^5 
•^13 
YiU 
V15 
•^16 
**10 
-.17989® (.05309) -1.9330 (1.2910) 
-.0751^ (.06319) 1.4518 (1.4O62) 
-.01108 (.05569) -0.6863 (0.5770) 
.03592 (.05619) 1.4528 (0.9027) 
-.07506° (.07067) -1.6297^ (0.7980) 
-.U6S6U® (.07961^) 3.0877 (2.0548) 
-.03296 (.06384) -0.0239 (0,1328) 
•^01211 (.06411) 0.2359® (0.i4I9) 
-.28601*^ (.08814) 
-1.5274 (0.9797) 
-.75167 -7.3516 
peroent lerel of signifioanoe. 
peroent level of aigniflcanoe. 
°10 percent level of Bignifioance. 
laltle 2. Sstlmation of parameters of ^'.6' 
Least Limited 
•q.xiareB information 
-.21935^ (.067858) 1.0005 (2.912S) 
^68 -.32935^ (.OSSUll^) 2.6853® (0.6970) 
.08611° (.05SU97) -5.6362 (^.3750) 
^6.10 (.087782) -1^.3973 (3.9695) 
•Ygl -.I8032® (.059739) -3.9319 (7.9607) 
Ygg -.U6072® (.090¥f2) -7.6653 (6.8230) 
'*^6,1^ -.17566® (.055095) 2.5829 (5.^+185) 
Y60 .51178 1^5.0925 
s-l percent level of significance. 
^5 percent level of signifioanoe, 
°10 percent level of signifloanoe. 
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1}he muBbers In parentheses beside the estimates are the oaleulated 
standard errors of the estimates. !Ihe calculated standard errors 
olitained "by the limited information method, should be interpreted 
with some caution since were calculated from formulae for 
asymptotic variances of estimates vith unknown parameters replaced by 
their estimated values. !Che multiple correlation coefficients for 
the least 8q.uare8 calculations of U^.l* and U.6* were respectively 
0.8^87 and 0.79S^> Xaeh ot these values are significant at the one 
percent level. 
Ubder the assumption that the estimates of the parameters are 
distributed according to the normal distribution and there exist 
finite standard errors the hypothesis was tested that by chance these 
estimates of the parameters could be obtained even thou^ the 
population parameters were zero, ^e test applied was the "t^-test 
where 
"t" «  ^• e 
H 
and G is the estimate, fl is the assumed population value and s^ 
is the standard error of the estimate. 
As shown in fable 1 only three estimates, "^ig* 
obtained in the production function for crops by the least squares 
method of estimation test significant at even the 5 percent level. 
One additional estimate, tests significant at the 10 percent 
level. In the limited information method of estimation for the crop 
function one estimate, tested significant at the 3 percent level 
and one estimate, Y^^, tested signifloant at the 10 percent level. 
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Host of the estimates o'btained by "both methods of estimation, there­
fore* mi^t arise "by cixanoe even thcm^ the population parameters 
were sero. 
Oie results of the test are shown for the estimates of the 
parameters in the livestock production funotion in Table 2, four 
of the estimates obtained by the least s^tiares method are signifioant 
at the 1 percent level. Ihe limited iziformation method provided only 
one estimate that can be considered significantly different from 
zero, Pgg, and that is significantly different from zero at the 1 
percent level of probability. At a significance level of 10 percent 
only one estimate by tiie least squares method Is considered to be 
zero. 
To faollltate oomparison of the results between the two methods 
of computation ve have computed some of the marginal and average 
productivities that eoonomists commonly use to discuss production 
functions. To compute these productivities the equations have been 
rewritten with the disturbances set equal to ^ero as 
(5.1) yj - -Yio - ^ l^2 - - Pim - ^^5y5 -
-Vii^sJ - - VigBg 
(5.2) yj « -VgQ - pg^yy - PggyJ - pg^yj - Pg.ioyio " "^Sl'l " ^66^6 
where y^^ is the quantity of production of crops for farm 1 In period t, 
measured In dollars. 
~^ 9*" 
^2 Is the amber of mon^fl of labor tifed on crops for faxm 1 
in period t» 
7^ is the qtaantlty of machinery e:i9en8es used on crops for fam 1 
in period t, in dollars, 
ia the quantity of seeds and fertilisers used on crops, in 
dollars, 
7^ is the quantity of machinery used on crops, in dollars, 
is time, in years, 
is the acres of cropland on the farm, 
is the Talue of fertiliser obtained from manure lagged one 
year, in dollars, 
is the value of fertilizer obtained from manure, lagged two 
years, in dollars, 
Sg is the quantity of business assets, in dollars, 
yg is the quantity of livestock produced, in dollars, 
Tfj is the number of months of labor spent on lirestook, 
yg is the quantity of feed fed, in dollars, 
y^ is the quantity of livestock on the farm, in dollars, 
y^^ is the quantity of machinery inputs, in dollars, and 
"l4 the qiaantity of buildlxigs used in production, in dollars. 
An asterisk attached to the variable denotes the logarithm of 
that variable, e.g., y^^* is the logarithm of yj^. fiie -p's and the 
-7*8 are the elasticities of production of crops and livestock with 
respect to the other variables in the functions. 
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!Ih0 elafltlolties for the IndiTidval factors of prodaotlon shov 
approximately the arerage percentage change in total product vAiich 
votild result If the input of any one resource is increased by 1 percenti 
ceteris paribus. In the least squares method for crops, e.g., an 
increase of one percent in the quantity of labor employed would increase 
the total crop product by .1799 percent, ceteris paribtis. Die least 
squares method shovs all alasticities less than one, v^ich can be 
interpreted as indicating diminishing returns for indiTidtial factors. 
Ihe limited information method shows part of the elasticities greater 
and part less than one. All elasticities greater than one denote 
increasing returns to the specific factor, which is possible on these 
Iowa farms but not usually expected within the range of the size of 
farms. 
It is hardly conceivable that the total product would decrease 
if more of any individual factor Is employed so the negative elasticities 
should be questioned as to their accuracy. In the least squares 
method the negative elasticities are not significantly different from 
sero (see fables 1 and 2). iSiey could have arisen with a probability 
of more than one in twenty even if the true population elasticities 
were zero. In the limited information method all of the negative 
elasticities in the crop function are not significantly different 
from Bero at the 3 percent level but the only elasticity in the 
livestock fonction that tests significant is negative. 
fhe sums of all the elaatlolties ezoept time are Indloatlve of 
the returns to scale. A sum of the elasticities e^u^l to one Indi­
cates constant returns to scale since an increase in all factors of 
production by a given percentage will increase output by the same 
percentage. A sum less than one indicates diminishing returns to 
scale while a sum greater than one indicates increasing returns to 
scale. Zn the two functions whose parameters were estimated by least 
squares the sum of the elasticities are I.02991 for the crop function 
and 1.10036 for the livestock function. Ihese values would probably 
not test significantly different from one and can be interpreted as 
approximately constant returns to scale. She functions whose 
parameters were estimated by limited information provides sums of 
elasticities of -1,8^55^ for the crop function and 11.^301 for the 
livestock function. Ihese two extreme values are difficult to explain 
in the economic sense. It is hi^ly improbable that Iowa farms have 
negative returns to scale for crops or such a high degree of in­
creasing returns to scale for livestock but it la possible. 
She productivities were computed using the geometric mean of 
the observed values for all variables except the quantities produced. 
Here the values computed from the estimated functions were tused. 
these values are shown in tables 3 and 3<^. IQie marginal and average 
productivities obtained are shown in tables 4 and respectively. 
lEhe productivities for crops exhibit a great deal of variation 
between the different inputs. In general the results of the least 
squares method of estimation seem more reasonable than those of the 
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Table 3. Values of Tariables used In marginal 
and average productivity computations 
Crop system 
Inputs Means 
Llvefltock system 
Inputs Means 
Labor (months) 
Machine expenses 
(dollars) y^ 
Crop expenses 
(dollars) 
Madiinery 
(dollars) y^ 
Time (years) 
Cropland acres sj 
Manure (t-1) 
(dollars) 
Manure (i-2) 
(dollars) 
Business assets 
(dollars) eg 
10.6633 
1661.2333 
583.09^ 
31US.71II 
5.5 
226.0222 
675.112 
582.183^ 
5^^97.78 
Labor (months) yg 16.2U22 
Feed (dollars) yg 12077.333 
Livestock numbers 
(dollars) y 758.7833 
Machinery 
(dollp-rs) 
Time (years) 
y^o 9121.333 
Si 5.5 
Business assets zg 5^97.78 
(dollars) 
Buildings 
(dollars) *lU 97'+^.6667 
Table 3a. Con|>uted values of total products used in marginal 
and average productivity computations 
Crop System 
L.S.** L.!.' 
Livestock system 
L.SJ V L.I.' 
Total product 
(dollars) 
3529.5 6^99.0 88,107. 923360. 
^L. S. - Least squares. 
L. I. - Limited Information. 
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TalDle Marginal and average productivities of 
crop production 
(Per unit of input) 
Marginal Average 
Inputs produotivities productivitiea 
L.S.^ L.S,^ 
lAbor 
^2 ig.Uol 1178.2 331.02 609.52 
Machine expense .0028278 - 5.6800 2.124s 3.9124 
Crop expense yk .05^63^ .16250 6.0534 11.146 
Machinery 
- .0031209 -2.9989 1.1210 2.0642 
Time .85500 U51.H5 641.76 1181.7 
Cropland aorea 
'3 .79132 -211.33 37.085 68.442 
Manure (t-1) .015863 .0U0265 5.2283 9.6270 
Manure (t'-2) 
"5 .050065 .047324 6.0629 11.164 
Business Assets ^ 6 .OO226U5 .18215 .064767 .11926 
L.S. - Least squares. 
lo 
L.I. - Limited information. 
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Tatle 5. Marginal and average productivities 
for livestock production 
(Per unit of input) 
Inputs 
Marginal 
productivities 
L.S.' L.I.' 
Average 
productivities 
L.S/ L.I. 
Labor 
Feed 
Livestock 
num'bers 
Machinerjf 
Tine 
yj 2U7.31 
yg .22150 
- .13^85 
yiO .0062099 
888,3s 
Business assets .035039 
Buildiiiga .51^70 
- 56882. 5^2^.8 5685K 
- 205.31 7.2952 76.U56 
6S52.9 116.11 1216.9 
^5.1^ 9.6591 101.23 
660100. l6oig. 167880. 
129.87 1.6166 169I1.3 
- 2U4.7H 9.0H12 9^.755 
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those of the limited information method, (there are fewer negative 
marginal produetiTities obtained by the least squares method tiian 
by the limited information method. The negative marginal produotl-
•itiea mi^t be questioned since a negative marginal productivity 
implies that output could be improved for the same set of factors 
by leaving some idle (2g, p. 5S). It seems improbable that any 
Iova farm is applying more of a factor than is needed for operation 
but it ml£^t be that during the period suOh inputs as too much 
machinery have been placed on the farms to obtain the aaxlmum total 
product for the inputs applied. She least squares method of esti­
mation provides average productivities that are larger than the 
marginal productivities in all cases, while the limited information 
method provided two oases, machinery and business assets, that had 
approximately equal marginal and average productivities. In one 
input, labor, the average productivity was smaller than the marginal 
productivity while in the remainder the average productivities were 
larger than the marginal productivities. 
!Ihe estimates of the marginal productivities for livestock 
eshiblt a much greater variation than the crop estimatesc Again 
the negative coefficients mi^t be considered tinraalistic. In 
general the productivities obtained by the limited information 
method are larger than those obtained by least squares. The 
largest is labor. The method of least squares provided marginal 
productivities that are less than the average productivities. iChe 
limited information method had one input, labor, that showed equal 
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obtained by the limited information method. In the lirestook system 
the values of the "productiTities** are exceedingly large. Zf they 
were realistic produotivities for an input of production they would 
be considered ridiculous from the standpoint of sise. 
Oomparisons between the two systems are difficult because 
labor and business assets are the only inputs that enter both systems. 
Labor shows a hiifier marginal productivity for livestock than for 
crops in both methods of estimation. !Qxe same oomparisons are 
evident when making the statement for business assets. !Ihi8 implies 
that the labor to be added should be applied on the livestock enter­
prises because the increase would be greater than if applied on the 
crop enterprises. 
Direct comparison suid evaluation between the two methods of 
estimation are interesting but not definite. In both Cases the 
least squares method appears to provide the more reasonable esti­
mates of the parameters. IQiis evaluation, however, is made entirely 
upon the basis of what is esqpeeted from observation as to the 
reasonable character of the estimate. Ho quantitative test as to 
the better method is available. 
Oomparisons with other studies are difficult because the 
procedure used in forming tiie variables is entirely different. 
All other studies have made the assumption that there was a single 
production ftmction for each farm with crops and livestock making 
1Q> the total product. 
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marginal and aTeraga produotlTities. Ihree inputs, feed, 'businese 
assets and "buildings, gire marginal produotirities less than the 
arerage produotlvities while two, livestook numbers and machinery, 
show marginal produetlTities greater than the average produotivities. 
Uhder the assmptions of perfect competition tiie maximum total 
product is obtained at the point >Axere the metrginal produotiTity 
is equal to zero and is less than the average productivity. 
!Ihe productivities shown for the input time are unrealistic in 
that time itself is not an aotml input but only a variable included 
to measure the technological changes taking place during the period 
of time this study covers. Aside from any other errors that mi^t 
be introduced by including this variable it is probable that on thlirf 
group of farms few adoptions of new techniques have been made. It 
is assumed that these farmers are in the higher group of managerial 
ability, based upon the fact that they are members of farm management 
associations and are interested in their operations to the extent 
of keeping rather detailed accounts. Presumably, therefore, they 
would already have adopted te<^niques that became available in 
earlier yestrs and few improvements were made in the later years 
covered by this study. 
Also including time as a variable vitiates an assumption that 
is necessary in the estimation of the parameters by the limited 
information method. Siis assumption is that the moment matrix 
is non-singular with probability one. !Qiis criticism may be a 
large contributing cause to the undesirable results in both systems 
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Zhe variables used in two other studies were land, labor, 
equipment, livestook and feed, and misoellaneous operating expenses (I7}f 
and land, lal)or, improreoents, liquid assets, working assets and 
oash operating expenses (31)* Both studies were made for a single 
year, 1939* spite of these differences between the olassi-
fioations of inputs and measurements of the •aria'bles, oomparison 
of the least squares results with findings of the other two studies 
shows that larger marginal productivities were olitalned In this 
study. Tintner and Brownlee (31) and Heady (17) otitained productivities 
that were less 'tiian one in all oases for samples of farms over the 
entire state of Iowa. Tintner's and Brownlee's estimates are more 
comparalile to this study since "basic data was taken from tiie same 
type of record keeping farms as did the present investigation. 
Heady's estimates were derived from a random sample drawn { x m  
all farms in Iowa. 
Anderson and Bubin have developed a large sample test for an 
assumed degree of over-identiflcation in linear systems. Under 
certain assun^tions (5, p. 3S1) the asymptotic distribution of 
log (1 + v distribution with {IS** - a 4- 1) 
degrees of freedom. 7 is the total number of obseirations in the 
sample and V is the smallest root of a certain determinental 
equation (4, p. 32). It there are more than - 1) sero 
coefficients prescribed in the production functions, the hypothesis 
being tested is that all of the coefficients assumed zero actually 
are zero against the alternative that a smaller number are sero. 
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the value of j(f log (1 •«- ol)tained for the crop fonotion 
degree* of freedom at the $5 percent level 1B 7.81U BO that tiie 
soil hypotheslB that the ooeffioieate assumed 2«ro In the crop 
production function atetually are sero Is not rejected. In the 
llreBtock production function the value of log (l + used 
for testing the null hypothesis is 3.U035 with 3 degrees of freedom 
end the value of vlth 5 degrees of freedom at the 95 percent 
level Is 11.1. Again the null hypothesis wotild not he rejected. 
Several defiolencles in the study need to "be presented that 
might partially e:xplaln the variations. She first ohjecticin Is to 
Idle model presented in Section III, where we assumed that the crop 
and livestock systems are Independent of each other. In actual oper­
ation we have two production functions, each dependent upon the 
other. Cie decision functions, e.g., for labor, that have heen 
written as two functions are actually one function. !Ehla one 
function not only determlnee the quantity of lahor to he used on 
tiie farm Imt also allocates the labor between crops and UveBtock. 
fixe decision function for feed is dependent upon the crop production 
function since In central Iowa the major qu^tlty of feed fed to 
the livestock Is protneed on farm. 
Biere is no procedtire to test precisely r^lch varia1)le8 should 
be Included In the model, vhldi e<ijaatlons each variable enters of 
«hldh classification Bhould he applied In separating endogenous 
and exogenous variables. She variables Included in the equation 
was .H521 with three degrees of freedom, fhe value of with tixree 
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being estimated duplicate each, otiier in that madaine e^penaes, 
and machinery, are, to a certain extent, measures of the same 
input. Bnfllness assets, Zg, duplicated the value of machinery 
employed in the cropping system and the value of machinery, "buildings, 
and livestock employed in the livestock system. Cie measure of 
fertiliser in the form of manure applied, and s^, assumes that 
all of the manure produced is applied eq.ually over all fields. 
Sxperience suggests tiiat this is not too valid an assumption. Manure 
is more generally applied on the fields nearer the "buildings. !Die 
tests of signlfioance of the estimates imply that part of these 
variables may he omitted since the population parameters for the 
estimates might as veil he sere. 
Another area open to oriticism is the formation of tiie variables, 
file basic data for each fam was not obtained from the orlgixial 
operating records, but from annual summary sheets. Ihese record 
summaries naturally combine observations such as feed fed, a total 
figure that includes home grown grain and roughage and commercial 
feeds valued at prices that would have been received or prices 
paid, respectively. A more accurate estimate would be possible if 
the original detailed records vere available so that actual q.uantitie8 
could be used rather than estimates that Include personal Judgment 
of the researoth person. 
^e choice of only IE farms that maintained a constant sise 
over the period ml^t not have provided a great enoxi^ variation 
between observations, it may be that a larger number of farms is 
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needed to Increase the size of the sample and permit a wider 
range of oTjeerratlons. If the farms selected had "been permitted 
to change in size during the period a more accurate estimate of the 
productivity of land mi^t have been olitained. 
She assumption of independence of the disturliances may "be 
in error. Farm operations of one period are decided in part "by 
the operations of the preceding year. •Ihe distur\>ances therefore 
could be autocorrelated. 
Before precise or definite conclusions may be made and either 
me^od of estimation Is applied to further studies, it is recommended* 
In part, that variations In the model be studied, alternative alge­
braic forms be investigated, and otiier refinements be made that 
more closely satisfy the assungptions of the statistical methods. 
Checks should also be made by using the estimated equations to 
predict the production at a future date and check it against the 
actual production. O'ttier work needs to be done on the cos^utational 
procedtires to permit farther division of the disturbances aasiuaed 
In the model. Ihe arbitrary assumption of only one disturbance 
may be another underlying factor that heavily influences the 
results. She suggestion of a disturbance between farms, u^*, a 
disturbance between years, u \ and a distxirbaace between farms 
lis between years, appeeurs a noeh aore reasonable assumption. 
Application of analysis of variance might determine the significance 
of the disturbances of and u**. 
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Ihe Talue of the estimation of the produotivitiee siiggests 
vide use for making reoommendatlons to groups of farmers, lihe 
operators could be guided to a better allooation of resources between 
enterprises within their farm and, if a number of studies were 
available over wide areas polloies ml^t be directed toward better 
allooation between areas of farming. Upon determination of a 
"good** estimation procedure it is ei^^ected that we will apply this 
to carefully designed studies in different states. 
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TI. SDMHASX 
She main objeotlve of this sttuSy was to estimate resouree 
produetiyities of a group of central Iowa farms by two methods: 
(1) simultaneous equations, 
(2) single equation-least squares. 
A dynamio eoonomio model vas specified to describe the b^arior 
of farm operators in their production operations. It was designed 
to eiiplain the annual fltictuations in the quantities of crops and 
livestock produced "by these individual farmers, and the quantities 
of the factors of production emplogrel in the transformation processes. 
!Che model was simplified by assuming that two independent systaas 
existed: (l) cropping system and (2) livestock system. iSaCh system 
included five equations, the production fonction and four decision 
functions. 
!Ehe equations presented expressed the relationship among the 
Variables specified. Obese variables were described in detail 
and classed as Jointly dependent, the formation of whl^ is to "be 
explained, and predetermined, those varialiles that influence the 
Jointly dependent variables but are not Influenced thereby. 
Estimation of the parameters in the production functions "by the 
use of simultaneous equations utilises all of the varla'bles in the 
system whether they enter the equation to "be estimated or not. lEhe 
single equation-least squares method of estimation utilises the 
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infornatlon prorided "by the Tariables that enter the equation to l)e 
estimated. 
Data used to represent the cross section, inter-farm Tariahles 
was obtained from Taxm Management Association record summary sheets 
for a sample of 18 central Iowa farms. Bestrictions placed upon the 
sample were that the farms maintained the »e.sie flise and the same 
operator for the ten-year period under study, Bius eaCh farm for a 
particular year vas considered as an independent olsserratlon, with 
a "sample" size of 180. Time series data was constructed from the 
Iowa Crop Reporting Service records. 
Ihe parameters of the production functions, alge'bralc functions 
linear in the logarlthmSi were then estimated hy the single equation-
least aquares method of estimation and the limited information method. 
Ihere appeared to he no degree of comparaJjility between the parameters 
obtained "by the two methods. She least squares method seemed to 
provide more acceptable estimates. 
Bie marginal productivities and average productivities were 
counted for botii systems at the average value of the observed data. 
Analysis of the productivities obtained by both methods of estima­
tion exhibited a great variation between the estimates of the produc­
tivities within each system, between the two systems, and between 
t^e two methods of estimation. !Ihe greater variation was found in 
the estimates made by the limited infoirmatlon method. 
No definite oonoliuiion as to the superiority of either system 
was attempted from the empirical results. Possible points of criticism 
that might improve the estimation are improvements of the dynamic 
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model to T>e oonvtruoted, with the main eritieism heing on the aseoiaptlon 
of Independence I'etween Ibe two syatens, and refinement In the data 
xuied to oonstruet the •arla'blee. Before angr eonolualTe reports may 
1)0 made o^er algebraic forms of the production functions should 1>e 
used, e.g., an equation that la linear In the o1)ser7ed Tarialiles, 
or nixed logarithmic and llneeir forms. 
Baploylxig other models may in^rove the estimations of the 
parameters. Before estimations may he made from data drawn from 
a sample of farms and inferences drawn for a population of farms 
more positive conclusions must he presented as to the statistical 
method to use the model to engploy. !Ehe present results mi^^it mean 
a conqplete misuse of research funds in terms of the value received 
"by the group for «hora ^e estimates are made. 
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Yin, APPEHDIX 
Desorlption of Variables Used 
!Ehis disousslon contains a detailed description of the construc­
tion of the variables used in the estination of the parameters in 
the formulated models. An attempt was made to form ohsenred variables 
from existing data vhich oould he identified with the theoretical 
variables in the models, ^e problem of constructing aggregates from 
non-homogeneous units is a difficult one and to a large extent the 
vei^ting system employed depends on what appears reasonable to the 
investigator. Iteita applicable to a particular fiim was taken from 
farm record summary sheets maintained by the 7arm Management Associa­
tion. (See Figure 6.) 
it 
y^ is the quantity of crops produced on the i-tb farm in the 
t>th year, esipressed in dollar tems. Cie quantities of eadi crop 
produced in any one year were vei^ted by the 1939-19^^ average 
price of tiie crop as shown in Table 6. fhese dollar value figures 
it 
were then summed to obtain y<|^ . Prices were used as wei^ts I(«cau8e 
they se^ed to reflect more adequately the relative importance of 
the commodities to the producers, 
it it 
yg is the number of months of labor spent on crops and y^ the 
number of months of labor spent on livestock. !Qie record summary sheets 
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CATTI r rMTKRPRTSF 
OTO-ATQH ADDRESS lANDLORD KINSIHP TYPF or RFrORP 
BALANCE SHEET SI T isroMF sr.irr.Mr 
UQUID ASSETS-OttU, fit k young 
FARM OPEKATOR LANOLOKD 
Hog* 
Poultry 
Shwp 
Fc«di 
S<cdi tnd Suppliw 
Tot*t Asula 
C*ttte«Bmding Stock 
WORKING ASSETS—Auto (Farm Slufc) 
FARM ORRXATOK LANDLORD! 
Mach. anJ Fijuipment rtpjin 
Fuel ntl (Firm U«) 
Power anJ Mich. hire 
Auto repiin, fuel (thare) 
l abor hirrd. mnnthi 
Purchated Kr«K- 'or labor (e\t.) 
I ive«C(<k eapenw 
Crop cxpenic 
M»cejlaneou» (ipefaiing e*p<n»c 
I AMllORt) 
Trucki Ca«h OpcraimK Fipfn\c 
Hofw*. M«ch. & Equip. 
Totti WorkiHg 
Ta»ci 
Iniere\i paid 
Totsl Liquid tni Wotkiit AueU 
• FIXED ASSETS—Farm Impfovcmtnn 
Insurance 
Perm, improvemctm. rcpairt 
Land (l^thout Impr.) Caifi FitcJ I xpentr 
Oth«r Itfld operated 
Totd fixed Aiutt 
Feedt bouRhi, commercial 
Feed* bouithi, farm raited 
BUSINESS ASSETS Total Feed* BOUKIU 
CmIi and Accoaati Rccttvabic 
TOTAL ASSETS 
Accowtt P«T»bl< 
HscdtMortgagi 
Poultry boughc 
MOK< bought 
Cattle boufthi 
Sheep bouRht 
UMIHiei I.jveMnck BoUKht 
Berinm Net Vonh Cath Lupetue 
Vahw of DwelUag Deprckiation—V^'otking »\vtt* 
iprovcnirntt Depreciation—HldK». 
Liquid a»en. inventory decrease 
DEPRECMTiON SCHEDULE Rrtedinft cattle, invrntury decrease 
Total Butinett Debitt 
Dtpfcktioo 
Trvck 
Mach. 
and 
Equipment 
NTorking 
Amtt 
BuildinK> 
and 
Improvement! 
_Hor»e». ^chine purcbaiet 
N'ev improvemenn bouslit 
Total <!a<b I upcndic 
SUMMARY OF LIVESTOCK LSCRLASES ASD DECREASES 
TOTAL DAIRY PROOUCTI Ec^cs POULTRY >1oc.v ( ^tnl SMI I 1' Intiri-M oo nil fiMl act 
lj»l. ant tst, 
1 abor «.jKr. 
1 jUir of iim 
Lit. B.r. VALUE UOZIN VALtJC vAi ur NO. wi iGiir VAi Ul so. • Mi.nr 
"• ^ 
* *11 1 
Stk* 
HOOM UMD 
.... 
Numbtrditd Doz. aet 
dot. «•. M,\N.\(.i \n 
Toitt ertdit$ Mjiu»;rMKMi r 
\i>t fjr.ii iiK.i 
•. 
i 
! U.a..,.' 
Parckua 
Numbtr bora Pixi weaned 'NUI.I  LUNI.  vl 
Open iov. 
Totsl dthiti i 
Nt! imcnti* 
— Nt! dt<r*Mt 
F I G U R E  6  I O W A  F A R M  M A N A G E M E N T  S U M M A R Y  

I^ RPRISE 
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Form FlOOA 
MO. STARTED YEAR 
TYPF-ORRRRORP r r r n  i r .A MAP YEARS KEPT RANK:A5SOC 
Sir isrxMr. sTArr.Mr.ST ANALYSIS FACTORS 
DEBtTS 
Diiry products »i>ld 
^^!K^ "lid 
I'ouliry «<ild 
MC>K« sold 
Cijflf v.ld 
Sheep v>ld 
T i iI jI liift/ixk Salet 
:n Milil (bw. 
hi'jtM ihu. 
(Vher feed erupt 
\«>n-fecJ crnpi 
I jhiir tiff firm 
Nhcl.inc hire i 
M.ich. \.itet profit !i relute 
GiivefniDent piynierit 
Oilier iiiiw. inciirm* 
(]riip tliire rent 
Cish rent 
(li^li Income 
on RATOK SIZr. OF BUSINESS 
Totil CjpitilStinisrd 
Toul Acft* (Owned plut Rented) 
Harvciied Crop Acret (Owned plui Rented) 
of l and in Ihrvnted Cropt 
Monthi of Man I.ahor 
(>r<H« Income (vr ttOO Inveited 
f»ro\< Income (*r $1^0 Current Atieit 
Percent of Gr«"s Income from l.ivMtock 
Percent of C»th Intoine from Liveitock Salei 
Percent of roui (^ipitil in Current Aiseti 
CROP ACRIS AM) YIELDS 
May 
Other Cropt 
Pasture Roiatrd (total rotated 
I and in Le|{un>e» 
Cron Value of ( per Crop Acre 
Toul fi><>d and fuel from fan LIVESTOCK RETURN'S 
feed Fed to Productive Livestock 
in\c»tuty i Live\tKk Returnt per tlOO Feed Fed 
hreedins cattle, inventory increase 
rtiial Kuiincs« Credits )loK Income {vr Litter 
SMI I I> 
«i tiiii r 
Total HuMnCM Debit* Pim U'eaneJ per I itter 
Nl T I ARM 1N(X)ML Dairy Income per Cow 
)li>r\et. nucliine< void 
Improvenientv void 
Poundi Butterfat per 0>w 
Beef Income per Head 
Total ( ivh Income 
M T CASH INCOME 
(iROSS INCOME 
(;R0SS PROMTS 
Nl T t)PJ.RA I IN(. INCOME 
Beef Dairy 
Dual Bf. af>d Dy. 
Poultry Income per Hen 
IKK Production per Hen 
Slieep Income per Head 
USE or LABOR AND EQUIPMENT 
Crop Acr« ( 
Mac))ine and Power Investment per Acre 
DLSTRfflL'rUJ.V SIT OPl.RATtSV ISCOMll Machine anj Power Ctut per Acre 
lal 
InttreM « 
CJVII  ren 
( 4vli rem CNtimjted 
1 abor of operator 
I jb..r of ramilv 
Acrc V Oi $ 
Airev fil i 
Montln fil ) 
Moiitliv fii t 
MANAt.l Ml N l Kl TURN 
Mjnj>:ctncnt return (prevnuiv >car) 
Nl V ( AI'll AI. INVISTID (itemi/el 
Aui.i (lartn •.hare) 
Livevtock lncr(a<e per Man ( 
% Raited Feed Ird 
. Income p^r Man ( 
i Prtifitt per Man 
Operatinic Eipenve per tlOO Groti Income 
C^h EUed Ei^n^e per tlOO Gro» Income 
('avh Operating 1 <pcrue per Acre 
Cavh Fited E»pcnvf per Acre 
Cirovv Prtifiti per Acre 
Net Farm lncc^n^c pe^Acre 
M M A N A G E  M E N T  S U M M A R Y  S H E E T ,  P A G E  I .  
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UVESTOCK INVENTORtlS FEEDS ASD SEEDS ISVES'TORY 
Milk < 
Dry cowi 
Beef cowt 
ToUl BfffJ. Siofk 
Calvw under I yf»Diiry 
Ye«rling«-D«try 
Beef 
Heiferi-2 yn. old»D«iry 
Beef 
Feeding Cntie»R>tKd 
Feeding Ct»U-Purch'd 
Toltl YoMHg tt Fdt 
TOTAL CATTLE 
Old tow* 
Bred giU» 
Spring pi'gi 
S«mmer pigi 
F*ll pigt 
Feeder pigi (Purch'd) 
Botrt 
Totsl Hoji 
Hem (Liytng Flack) 
NO.  Vf tCHT VALUF.  VltCMT VAIt'l 
Soybeans 
Ihy. Atfjifi 
K]Nl) 1)1 Mn>_ 
Fif com 
Corn in Fuddrr - bu. 
FiKlJcr with corn ou(-T. 
Siljue - T. 
Oirn lur 
rSiliee 
j CROP j InJiciir: Vjrirti<« utcJ i Kind of Sfctfitm in N>ir*f ( riip* CI OSING 
Ot'*N. I V*| Lll 
^ ofn for Kfjin 
OM N I h 
J 
I AM) 
i IVr A. ! 5 
T..tj| i Yi.!J 
I  
iSovbfjnt thfcthrJ, Uu. 
ISo> t>fin luy. tont 
AUjjfj, Iti cutting 
• nJ cultinR 
Ud cuitinR Mtxfd hiv lt( yrjf 
hjy 2n(i yeir 
Red C;lovcr_}ijy, lu cu(tin>; 
" " 2nd lulling 
Tiiljl Cro/i Actft 
7< C;lover 
"r Clover 
Swcectrlovcr ind picture 
Red clover paMure 
Otiicr roiited pjiiurc MARKET Tiilal RuljffJ Aim 
Other Poulify 
Total Pomllty 
Timothy 
Wool 
ToisI I ime or new liminx-l-ld. No. 
\Tolil SefJf.flc. 
blucKnii pjtture 
Uniillablr blucKritt picture 
tt'oodlot 
ctc. 
Ijrmstcid 
RojJ* 
Totil fjrw Acrn 
YHARI.Y .Si;.\l.\MRy Of RECEIPTS 
UVESTOCK SOLD CROPS SOLD Mich. 
Iquip. 
Impr. 
1 lorict 
Sold 
.MMC. 
Hc-
Cfipt» 
1 lUir 
t 
1 
M 
To i A; .  ovi. 1 M ' xi 
TOTAL IGCS TLTY. IIIX.S c ATrjr stii i p CORN M>rill ANS (iriM K 
H I D  
Nt>S-
M rn LB>. VAL. DOZ. AL. VAL. NO. *T. VAL. NO. *T. VAt. NO. • r. VAL. BU. VAI . VAI . 
-  -- — 
•• 
* M . MOKM si N A 
( 
.. .  . . ..i T J 
Mach Mitc 
• -
- -
i 
(<i« KeluiL-
} 
A 
M 
1 
• • • ; t • 
-
•  -
Other 1 
A 
S 
i • i 
— 
1 
! 
- -
u 
.N 
I) 
L . 
1 1 : ' 1 1 1 
F I G U R E  6, C O N T ' D ,  I O W A  F A R M  M A N A G E M E N T  S  
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VFAR FORM FlOO B 
O^ 'NTI)  1 \NI» Rl \ 11 1) 1 AND VAI I'I f ROPS RAISI I) Av, I.inJIori "i Slure.i rnp iliire rent Acrr^ Alrc^ Y.flJ Intjl Acrc* TnUl ClfHinjf Toul Yield PieM Nn IfirtcM I rr ^ i VkU hrlJ  \ . .  ItjrxtM IVr A \H-ld Hjrvcu Yield Inv.Price Value per Acre r', Amount Vilue 1 * 1. . - K '' 1 Id  (1 i: 1 \ 14 It U Of rr.F.D vsF.n i OpcninR inventory feed 
! Toti! feed bought 
Tdtii value feed rii^ed 
T i i / jI  I f f  J  on r  4'm 
1 Corn 4old 
Other feed crop* M>ld 
I L. L. thire teed raiwd 
K«t. VJ I .  own tm. ur. for «ced CloiinR inventory feed 
! »t. feed fed wk, hurte? 
Tiifdl FreJ for 
• 
. 
FffJ to PrnJiir/iir I.iiritock 
• -
! nVliSTOCK PROnVCTIOS 
1 tPK. SUM. FAI 1  
"c Clover A. No. Sowt Bred 
7c Clover B. St»* j Fjrrowed 
C. P«n» Farrowed 
„ I). Av. Date Far. 
i  1". PiRt Weaned I.. 1. .  Shire L eed C f«pt \ F. Afte Veaned I. L. Slij e Non-feed Oi>f % ) G. Total No. Pin* VCemevl 
H. No. Dif. Sow» Farrowed VALUi: OF NON K» \ D CROPS 1. Number Vork 
Kind Vilue J. Milk Cow Yeart 
1 H Sweet corn K. No. I.»cj Lambinx 
1 [! PotJtocs L. No. Lambt Veaned Acffi Seed corn M. Average No, Laying Mem 
1 Other »eedi N. No. Heef Calvet Raited 
p i  O. No. Beef Meiferi FretS 
Sir iw s Totjl V lue of tN on-ffcd i P. No. Dairy Heifen Freth 
l j  \ ('r<ip\ RjiteJ Q. I »t. Feed to Work Hortet T 
Tot^L ue ot ( • rem 
Kjise . I  
Vilue tif All  (  roj ^ 
1 I'cril K MCD i on Crop 1jnd \ 
i<c. He-ip(i 
[.abur 
_J 
.Macli.llire 
1 1 
s\ 
; 1 • 1 1 M M II. t Ml If. 
',7' 
r i ) «  1  K  AM' M II IIIRI 1 Xf 
nt r. ti Ml »IS U -
-S * N < 1 1 MIIIR niKI 1) 1 Vl'l SM 
1 IVI srot k 1 MV 
lit ST, INT., TAXI 
I V *  .  
Rent 
MVFSTOCK PURCHASED TCTALj .  M  t  V K M  M - »  Ull ! >1 ;ll MM Il| AMI Kl 1- \ SAM 1 roiiTH, MOC.t C  AtTM SMI r p VM. vo. *T. VAJ. N O .  «T. VAI. S O .  * r .  VAI, 
i 
1 ! I- Int. 
— 
J Gat Rebate 
i 
A 
S\ 
1 
i 
- !  
t  
r • t • Int. 
i 
Ot her 
i 
I A 
S . .  i  .  .  
1 
---
Taiet 
$ 
Miic. 
.  
(J 
N 
1) 
; 
. . .  1  
1 • ^ 
S 
t 
. . 
i  
1  1  
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Tal)le 6 
Average Price® of Grope Produced, 1939-Ug 
Average Average 
Crop price Crop price 
Com, btt. $ 1.015 Flax, 'bu. $ 1.391 
Cora silage, T. 5.585 Sorgo, T. 0.82576 
Oats, lin. 0.639 Cut com, T. 8.66^ 
Sosrbeans, bu. 1.91 Wheat, hu. 1.391 
Alfalfa hajr, T. 12.871 Barley, hu. 0.923 
Mixed hay, f. 10.322 Hay silage, T, 12.903 
Red clover hay, T. 10.322 Cane, T. 8.2576 
Oat hay, T. ^.29 Sweet clover silage, T. 10.322 
Soy'bean hay, T. It. 29 Cut com, T. 23.007 
Alfalfa sil^e, 1^.29 Sudan, f. 8.576 
Clover-timothy, T. 10.322 Sugar heets, T. 98.1^38 
Ilaothy, T. 10.322 Hemp, I, 8.2576 
Soy1)ean seed, lia. 1.91 Rye, "bu. 1.103 
Sveet clover silage. 3?. 10.322 Red clover eeed, hu. I6.S9I 
Basle data from Iowa Crop and Livestock Beporting Service. 
Sable 7 
Baterpriee labor Re^oiremente 
Hours per Hours per 
Enterprise acre Xnterprise acre 
Com 7 Milk cows 
Uhder 10 170 
Soyl>ean8 6 10-lU 135 
15-19 113 
Oats, "barley, rye 5 Over 20 96 
Beef C0V8 8 
fame hay - except 
6.1 
Cattle on feed 8 
alfalfa Other cattle ih 
Hogs 
Alfalfa 9 Spring litter. Ho. per 
26 litter 
fall litter* No. per 
litter 3? 
Bwe and laab 
100 hens - 250 hen flock 208 
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dld not give a detailed accounting of the tise of labor Imt instead 
dlTided it according to the classification of hired lai}Or, unpaid 
family labor and operator's labor. To determine the dirision of this 
total labor force betweon crops and liTestock the labor requirements 
for the farm were calculated for each farm by Table 7» 
Ihe proportions of the total requirements were determined for 
each class—crops and livestock. With these proportions the total 
months of labor applied on the fara was then divided between the two 
classes. An example of this is as follows; 
9?otal hours reqjiired for work on livestock on farm 3966 
Total hours required for work on crops on farm 2150 
Total hours required on farm 6166 
Proportion of total hours for livestock 6'+.!!^ 
Proportion of total hours for crops 35.7^ 
Total months of labor applied on the farm 29 
Total months of labor applied on livestock 18.6 
Total months of labor applied on crops 10.U 
is the quantity of madilne Inputs xised on crops. This 
variable consisted of the cash eii^ense item for equipment repairs; 
truck repairs, fuel snd oil; automobile repairs, fuel; tractor re­
pairs, fuel and oil; and special equipment, repairs and hire. These 
dollar value figures were deflated by dividing them by the index of 
prices paid by Iowa farmers, 1939-^ " 100. 
ilf yi^ Is the amount of crop services used. It was impossible to 
break tiiis meastire into separate olassifieatlons of Insect and weed 
sprays and seeds because the record sheets classified them all as 
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orop expense. Ihis figure ifaa taken direct from the stunmary sheets 
and corrected by dividing "by the Index of prices paid lay lona 
farmers, 1939-^8 • 100# for the appropriate year. 
y^* is the quantity of machine assets used in production. This 
measure was a constructed quantity since the data on the records was 
recorded at purchase value less 10 percent depreciation per year« 
adding in each year new laadiinery at purchase price. The original 
1939 average beginning and ending inventory of the tractor, crop 
machinery, special mss,cliinery, truck and faim share of auto, corrected 
by the index of prices paid for machinery, 1939-Ug • icx), was tiie 
asset value for 1939 for eacSi farm. The 19^ and successive years' 
assets were computed frora this base. Bi^ty percent of 1939 asset 
value was the inventory value for 19^. New crop machinery purchased, 
to be added to the Inventory value to provide the asset value of 19^0, 
had to be separated from a total value of new machinery thr?>t included 
livestock machinery. Qihe value of livestock equipment purchased was 
evaluated by subtracting ninety percent of the beginning inventory 
frm tiie ending inventory. !Qie value of new livestock machinery 
was subtracted from the total new equipment to provide the value of 
new crop equipment purchased. The new crop equipment value was 
corrected by the index of prices paid for machinery by farmers, 1939-^ 
100, to place it on a comparable basis with the 1939 asset value. 
it 
yg is the quantity of livestock and livestock products produced 
on the farm. Dairy products and poultiy were taken from the summary 
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sheets in dollar tezms. These values were oorreoted by the index of 
the price of dairy products and the index of the prioes of chickens, 
1939-^S a 100, reapeotively. The other livestock and llvestoek 
products were recorded in physical terms as the quantity sold, less 
quantity purchased, plus or minus the ijuantity change in beginning 
and ending inventory. lEhe g.uantitieB were wei^ted by the ten year 
average price received for the commodity as shown in fable 8. (These 
Sable 8 
Average Prices Received for Livestock and livestock Products, 1939'~^Sf 
Average 
Commodity Unit price 
Hogs 100 lbs, $ 13.337 
Beef cattle 100 lbs. 13.993 
Sheep 100 lbs. 6.172 
100 lbs. .205 
Basic data from Iowa Crop and Idvestock Reporting Service 
values were added together with the value of dairy products and poultry 
to obtain a quantity of livestock and livestock products produced 
on the farm, expressed in dollar terms. 
provides a measure of the physical quantity of feed fed. 
O 
!i*he valuB of home-grown feed fed to livestock was determined by sub­
tracting from the valxie of feed fed to productive livestock the value 
of forage produced and the value of commercial feed bou^t. The value 
of feed fed to horses was then added to this figure. H!hese values 
were then oorreoted "by the index of prices reoeired for grain. She 
value of commercial feed Tjought was oorreoted "by the index of oom-
meroial feed prioes, oonstructed to contain only cottonseed meal, 
linseed meal, soybean meal and tankage, the most important commercial 
feeds used on Iowa farms, !lhe value of forage produced was oorreoted 
"by the index of the price for all hay, the only forage price available. 
Ihese three values were added together to obtain a quantity of feed 
fed to llvestook. 
it 
y is the inventory value of livestock on the farm during the y 
t-th period. !Ihe average of the total opening and closing inventories 
of livestock was corrected by the index of prices received by farmers, 
1939-^8 "• 100, to remove all changes in inventories that are due to 
changes in price alone. 
it . 
^10 ^ measure of the machinery inputs used for livestock, 
using the machinery assets in the business during time jt. !Qii8 
measure was obtained similarly to that of the orop machine asset, y^^. 
1939 average of the opening and closing inventozy, corrected by 
the index of prices paid for machinery, 1939-'^8 " 100, was the first 
years value. !Ehe beginning inventory for the year 19^ was 75 percent 
of the asset value for 1939. ^Phte machine asset value for ig'K) was the 
beginning inventory plus new machinery purchased, corrected by the 
index of the prices paid for macihinery, 1939-'*8 = 100. 
it 
Sg is a measurement of weather conditions. Vhis value measures 
the deviation below normal based upon the falnfall and temperature 
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•alue against the Te<taireaents for com during the eleTcn week period 
from May I7 to Septenfber 15. Thie meaaure is due to Barger and Thoa 
(5.6,7). 
it 
Zj is the acres of cropland in the faro. This variable was 
recorded direct from the summary sheet olaaaificntion of total crop 
acres. 
it 
measures tiie (Quantity of fertilizer applied in the form of 
manure, lagged one year. (Qiis was converted from the measure of the 
total q.tiantity of feed fed to livestock, yg, "by dividing the value 
quantity of feed fed by $1,086 to obtain the tons of corn equivalent 
fed to livestock. iChe purpose of using com as a base was because 
it was possible to determine tiie composition of raantire from corn fed 
throu^ cattle. One ton of com will produce I.7 tons of manure, 
containing 11.5 pounds of nitrogen, ^ .5 pounds of liiosphoris acid, 
and 11 poimds of potash. Ihe prices used for these fertiliser com­
ponents were nitrogen, 12.3 cents, phosphoris acid S.5 cents, and 
potash 5.S cents. The total value of a ton of manure in terms of 
approximately 10-5-10 fertilizer is per ton. Bach ton of 
mazmre was multiplied by this constant to provide a value of fertilizer 
applied in the form of manure. 
^ a is the quantity of fertilizer applied, lagged two 
years, 
it 
measures the value of business assets in the business. {IhiB 
quantity extracted direct from the summary record sheets and is the 
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average of the opening and closing inventories. !Ihe values were then 
corrected "by the index of prices paid, 1939-Us •< 100. 
it is the index of prices received for crops liy farmers, 
constracted this aggregate from the prices of the four most im­
portant crops produced in central Iowa. The weights iised were those 
used hy the Iowa Crop and Livestock Reporting Service to compute the 
index of prices received for Iowa as follows: 
fable 9 
Crop Prices Eeoeived Commodity Weights, Based on 1933-39 Sales 
Commodity Uhit Weights 
Com Bu. 113,^0 
Oats Bu. 35t^KK) 
Hay Tons 280 
Soyhean seed Bu. ^,200 
Basic data from Iowa Crop and Livsifcock Reporting Service. 
Olhe index, I^, for the t-th year was 
n 
^it *io 
(7.1) I, -
S *io 
^t - n 
s 
i-1 
where p^^^ is the price of the i-th crop for the t-th year and Wj^^ is 
the hase weight. Hie hase of this index was th^ changed to 1939-^8 a 
100 "by dividing each item l^y the average for the 10-year period. To 
make all price data for prices received con^ara'ble, another correction 
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was ]n£idd using the Index of prices paid "by farmers in Iowa, 1939-^8 « 
100. 
8g* is the price paid for laljor. Average monthly wages for 
farm labor in Iowa served as the hase of this index, ^his was con­
verted to index form, using as the "base the average monthly wage for 
1939-^8, To make this price index comparahle with all indexes of 
prices paid it was then corrected by the index of prices paid "by 
farmers in Iowa, 1939-^^ = 100, 
it is the price paid for crop services. Two indexes were con­
structed, one for spray materials and the other for seeds. lEhe 
formula for computing each index was equation (7<1). wei^ta used 
for the indexes are given in Table 10. 
Table 10 
Spray and Seed Prices Paid Commodity Weights, Sased on 1935-39 I'urtdiaseB 
Commodity Weights 
lead arsenate C6 
Paris green .U 
Alfalfa 1.0 
Hed clover 1.0 
Com, hybrid 4.5 
Oats 20.0 
Soybeans 5.5 
Basic data from Iowa Crop and Livestock Beporting Service. 
Bach index was placed on a base of 1939*^^ " 100, by dividing the value 
for the 5-th year by the ten-year average index 1939-^8. The two 
indexes were then combined giving sprays a wei^t of 5.0 and seeds 
a wei^t of k.O. The composite index was then corrected by the index 
of prices paid by farmers, 1939-Ug • lOO. 
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la the price paid for madilQe Inputs. This is another 
price aggregate constrocted from three indexes of prices paid l>y 
farmers for motor vehicles, farm madiinery other than motor vehicles, 
and autOfflOhile aappUes, as published by the Zowa Crop and Lireatook 
Heporting Service, fhe formula used for construction was eiiuation 
(7.1) where Pj^^ is the price index of the i-th commodity group in 
the 5-th year and is the base weight of the i-th commodity group 
used in construction of the index of prices paid for production 
commodities, T;he wei^ts used were motor vehicles, Ig, farm machinery 
other than motor vehicles, 13, and automobile supplies, 12. OSie 
base of the index is 1939-^ «• 100 and a final correction was made 
using the index of prices paid by Iowa farmers, 1939-^8 " 100. 
it 
Measures the operator's equity ratio. Kie value of the 
liabilities of the business was obtained by taking the amount of 
interest paid and dividing it by 5 percent, a value considered as 
the average interest paid by faimers for loans. The operator's net 
worth eqitiEils the total business assets minus business liabilities. 
Tlie ratio is the operator's net worth divided by the business assets, 
it 
oojiths of operator's labor on the farm, from the 
summary sheets. 
®13 " the index of prices received for crops, lagged 
one year. 
it is the asset value of buildings. QIhe base figure for 1939 
was the average inventory of the faim improvements for that yeEir from 
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the sxunmaTy sheets. It was corrected "by the index of prices paid 1)7 
farmers, 1939-^S a 100. The value of Ijullding assets for 19^0 vas 
the stuD of the liegiunlng inventory value of 1>uildlng8 and the value 
of permanent improvement repairs and nev improvements. !Ihe latter 
was recorded from the summary sheets while the former was 95 percent 
of the 1939 "businesa assets. n)he index used for correction of the 
permanent improvements, repairs, and new improvements, was the index 
of prices paid "by farmers for 'bviilding matertals, 1939-^8 "• 100. 
it is the index of prices received ty farmers for livestock. 
Q!he average annual prices of hogs, cattle, veal calves and sheep, 
were used with tiie wei^ts In fable U- bo obtain an aggregate index of 
Talkie 11 
Livestock Prices Received Commodity Weights, Based on 1935-39 Sales 
Commodity Unit Weij^ts 
Hogs 100 lbs. 23#300 
Cattle 100 lbs. 17,500 
Teal calves 100 lbs. 580 
Sheep 100 I'bs. 190 
Basic data from Iowa Crop and Livestock Reporting Serfice. 
prices, 1939-'^ " 100. This index was then corrected by the index of 
prices received by farmers, 1939-^8 • 100, to correct extreme changes 
that might have existed for livestock. 
it is the index of prices of livestock products. The average 
annual prices of wholesale milk, retail milk, and "butterfat were used 
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with the weights in faMel^to o'btain a composite index, 1939-^8 *> 
100. This index was then corrected "by the index of prices received 
•fay farmers, 1939-''^-8 « 100, to take into account extreme cfltanges in 
livestock product prices, compared to other commodities. 
Table IS 
Livestock Product Prices Received Commodity Wei^ts, Based on 
1935-39 Sales 
Commodity Unit Wei^ts 
Milk, >Aiolesale Ovt. 62 
Milk, retail qt. 6^2 
Butterfat L"bs, 16H2 
:Basic data from Iowa Crop and Livestock Beporting Service. 
it 8^^ measures the size of the livestock enterprises meastired 
in animal units. An animal unit is a computed measure for purposes 
of comparison «iiidi represents an average mature horse or cow, or 
the equivalent in any other class of livestock, "based upon the average 
amount of feed consumed and mantire produced. [Qie animal standairds 
used are given in Table 13. 
It is the price index of home produced feeds. An aggregate 
index was constructed of the prices paid by farmers for shelled com, 
alfalfa hay and oats using the weights in Talile l^,and the formula 
(7.1). This index was then corrected by the index of prices paid "by 
farmers, 1939-^S " 100, to remove any inequalities. 
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Table 13 
Aninal Unit* 
AAisial Uhit 
Steer 1 
Gov 1 
Horse or mule 1 
Heifer or colt .50 
Calf, less than 12 months .35 
%eep .14 
lamb 
.07 
Sow 
.33 
Hog, matxire .20 
Pigs, 10 pounds .10 
Hens .01 
Table 1^ 
Home-grown Feed Prices Paid Commodity Wei^ts, Based on 1935-39 
Purchases 
Commodity Itoit Weights 
Corn Bu. 100 
Alfalfa hay Ton 1.5 
Oats Bu. 50 
Basic data from Iowa Crop and Idrestook Reporting Service. 
it 
Is the price index of commercial feeds, A composite index 
vas developed from the prices paid farmers for hran, cottonseed 
meal, dairy feed stixture, linseed meal, middlings, stock salt, 
sojr'beaii meal, and tankage, tislng the vei^ ts in Talile 15* This index 
was then corrected hy the index of prices paid "by fanners, 1939-Ug • 
100. 
Tatle 15 
Cofflfflercial Peed Prices Paid Commodity Weights, Based on 1935-39 
Porehases 
Commodity Unit Wel^ts 
Bran Cvt. 2.0 
Cottonseed meal Owt. 6.0 
Dairy feed mixture Cwt. 2.0 
Linseed meal Cvt. 5.0 
Middlings Cwt. U.o 
Stock salt Owt. »v.5 
Soybean meal Cvt. 6.0 
Tankage Cvt. 10.0 
Basic data from lows Orop and Idrestock Heporting Serrice. 
220 * ®15 index of prices received hy farmers for live-
stook, lagged one year. 
The aggregate price indexes constructed for the purpose of this 
study are given in Table l6« 
fable 16 
Constructed Aggregate Price Izidezes 
— It it It it -It it it 
*7 g "9 
s 
10 ®15 ^^ 16 *18 '19 
Tear Isd» of Index of Index of Index of Index of Index of Index of Index of 
prloes prices prices prices prices prices re­ prices prices 
received paid for paid for paid for received ceived for paid for paid for 
for labor crop na^ in-' for livestock home-grovn commercial 
crops services ery livestock products feeds feeds 
193s 57.0 2^.3 79.^  73.3 54.3 86.8 
1939 
19W 
56.9 ^^ 3.1 117.6 119.5 75.3 67.5 67.2 95.5 
7^ .5 3^.9 113.5 119.1 72.3 76.3 76.7 SJ.l 
19H1 79.2 60.1 95.8 111.2 90.1 80.8 79.0 94.2 
19^ 2 27.^  72.3 107.2 103.4 98.8 81.2 84.3 102.5 
19^ 3 99.2 95A 107.3 100.9 loU.U 92.7 100.7 99.2 
19^  102.1 112.0 110.0 100.0 9^ .5 91.6 106.1 100.8 
19^ 101.2 123.2 109.6 99.9 100.4 90.5 102.8 89.0 
1^ 112.0 1^ 7.9 100.1^  95.0 109.3 102.7 109.3 111.0 
19^ 7 122.4 1^ 9.9 S7.7 86.2 113.7 90.7 124.5 110.8 
19^ 8 116.9 163.1 79.6 92.4 109.7 92.2 107.2 98.3 
